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A Not-So-Final Note from the Editor
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Kathryn Ptacek
Hello, everyone. This is Naching T. Kassa, interpreter for Assistant Editor Watchung the Demonic Pumpkin.
It is with a heavy heart that I convey the following piece of news.
Editor Kathy Ptacek has been kidnapped by her computer. As soon as she typed the words “newsletter” in,
the computer took her hostage. It has tied her to the chair using several extension cords and secreted her in
the office.
Before the fiendish machine taped her mouth shut and tied her hands, Kathy managed to e-mail me. Her
message consisted of the following: “…”
My super-sensitive interpretive skills have translated this into the following message: “HELP!!!!”
Fear not, HWA Faithful, help is on the way. Kathy’s kitties have enlisted the aid of the Great Cat Warrior,
Sprout, and he is sharpening his claws even as we speak. He can cut Kathy’s bonds in no time. In fact, I
should receive a message from him at any moment … Ah, yes! Here it is! Sprout’s message is … APRIL
FOOLS!
Yes, HWA Faithful! It’s that time of the year! Topsy-turvy time here at the newsletter! Some of your favorite
columnists have switched places (including yours truly and the ever-diligent Kathy Ptacek) and you’ll see
their columns from an entirely new perspective. Who switched with whom? Well, you’ll just have to read the
newsletter and find out!
And while you’re cleaning off your funny bone for this issue, be sure to think about sending Kathy some art
and photos for the “Sinister Slideshow” just above the editorial. She likes nature, especially when it’s
atmospheric, so get out to your nearest cemetery and snap some.
Also, she’d LOVE (really!) to see what you as a writer (or artist or editor or whatever) do for marketing and
promotion of your work. She wants to run these useful bits in upcoming issues; if she gets enough, she could
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have something in every issue. Now, wouldn’t that be swell? The marketing tips and techniques (Blog
crawls? Thrilling tweets? Press releases? Radio interviews? Chile cook-offs? Helpful podcasts? Slideshow
presentations? Book signings? Spooky séances?) should be no longer than a page or two. Thanks.
And don’t forget: she’s still interested in knowing where you work; it’s something that fascinates her. Let her
know where you work and include a photo or two and a line or two or three about the space. She’ll be
running these in a few months. She might have lost some in the Great E-mail Program Implosion a few
months back (instigated by the evil computer.) So, let her know if you don’t see your workspace.
Query Kathy first at gilaqueen@att.net, or you can send her a private message on Facebook. Do NOT query
her in a post on her Facebook page or HWA’s page; she will delete it and send Great Warrior Sprout after
you. He will use you as a scratching post and, believe me, you don’t want to be a scratching post.
And don’t forget to send photos of your book signings and readings and seminars and dictionary-tossing
contests and other writerly events.
The deadline for each issue is ALWAYS the 15th of each month, so send your news/photos/whatever early to
the proper person (Your local chapter! The calendar! Your fiendish item! Recent releases! There are so many
options!)—that is, BEFORE the 15th and not on that date or shortly after because that’s when the columnists
send Kathy their stuff; they need YOUR stuff before the deadline! REMEMBER: This is all FREE promotion
for you and your work! Month after month of free promotion with no strings attached! FREE! FREE! FREE!
Take advantage of that!
Don’t forget that you can purchase a display ad or two or three. The prices are very reasonable. Ad sizes are
listed in the advertising link on the front page of the newsletter. Let other HWA members see what you’re
doing!
As always, Kathy would like to thank her intrepid proofreaders: Allie Yohn, Dean Wild, Brick Marlin, Lori
Gaudet, Amanda Niehaus-Hard, Chad McClendon, Joseph VanBuren, Sheri White, Marty Young, Walter
Jarvis, Joel Jacobs, Naching Kassa, Anthony Ambrogio, Marge Simon, Morven Westfield, and Greg Faherty.
And thanks to mistress of the dark Donna K. Fitch for all her extremely hard work getting the newsletter put
up at the Web!
The deadline for the MAY issue is Monday, April 15.
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From the Trenches
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Finding Your Space Inside the Noise
John Palisano, HWA Vice-President
Our phones are always on. E-mails ding, and texts sing ringtones. Facebook and Instagram beckon with
always-on instant conversation. When we get inside our cars, connected maps guide our way. We withdraw
money and pay for goods by swiping our phones over pay stations. We take pictures with our phones and
share them. Even when we go to sleep, phones can monitor our sleep. There doesn’t seem to be an escape.
Many writer friends of mine have complained about this lately, and it got me thinking.
For many, the rise of portable devices has helped them carve out a lot more creative time. When I got my
first iPhone many moons ago, I was thrilled when I had a Note app I could use during lunch breaks to bang
out a few hundred words. It was relatively primitive. I had to E-mail the work to myself. Copy it into a Word
file. Format it. Clean it up. But it was good because it gave me an opportunity to do another pass while I was
at it.
That was before the rise of always-on notifications. Multitasking devices became the norm. How many of us
have insistent people who just can’t understand why you’re not answering them immediately as soon as they
text, Messenger, or E-mail?
And there’s so much to distract us on our computers and devices. As writers, we are confronted by the
ultimate library at our fingertips. We can go down the rabbit hole of whatever strikes our fancy and call it
research. We can engage in countless threads talking about writing and the business of writing.
Many of us have books to promote. With the changing publishing landscape, it’s almost all on the backs of
writers to promote their works, their appearances, and we are constantly told we need to maintain and
cultivate our brand.
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So, where do we go when the barrage of noise becomes too much? How do we manage when the
notifications interrupt us even as we are trying to write in Google Docs or Scrivener?
Some have special programs that turn off their Internet while they work. Some special writing programs are
made for distraction-free writing. They act like old-fashioned word processors. For many, they are terrific
solutions. It fits the bill for a lot of writers.
Even so? For someone like me, who admits to having a real problem not turning away from my work to check
that latest E-mail or message, I quickly found ways to bypass these programs and get back to my Internet
addiction.
In the end, the simplest solution became necessary. I had to go back. ‘Way back. To where it was most
simple. Most primal. The original iPad. A dollar store spiral notebook and a good pen. Nothing fancy.
That works for me very often when I feel the discord of the Internet fragmenting my thoughts and making it
impossible for me to focus.
And the notebook is light. I don’t have to turn it on at the airport. It’s not glowing where the person next to
me at Starbucks can see it easily. I often doodle when I’m stuck. There’s something unique about writing
longhand that feels like creating in a way nothing else does.
I’ve driven into the mountains with a Moleskine and just sat and sketched and written. I keep a small one on
me while I’m working because my job takes me out into places where there isn’t reliable Internet, such as
medical facilities and out-of-the-way hills and valleys. So it can be an excellent way to get writing done.
Of course, this means I’ll be transcribing down the road. Again? It’s an opportunity to edit and clean the
work up.
And do I still use phone apps and the computer to write first drafts? Absolutely. And I think that’s one of the
great things we have: numerous ways to get those ideas out of our imaginations and onto the page.
And sometimes we just need a little Zen. A little break from the data avalanches. A little quiet within the
ever-howling storms, so that we can steer those storms out from inside us and give them a life forever within
our work, our souls, and our stories.
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HWA’s Very Own Store
By HWAWeb | April 2019
Have you visited HWA’s own Café Press store lately? You can
pick up a variety of awesome swag stamped with the logo of
your favorite horror writers organization. In addition to t-shirts
in a variety of colors and styles, we’ve just added flip video
cameras and BBQ aprons. Stop by and grab some stuff
today—and remember: each purchase helps HWA, too.
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HWA 2018 Specialty Press Award
By HWAWeb | April 2019
The HWA proudly announces Raw Dog Screaming Press as the recipient of the 2018
Specialty Press Award. Each year the HWA recognizes the accomplishments of a
noteworthy small press. The Specialty Press Award brings recognition to an outstanding
publisher of horror, dark fantasy, and weird fiction. This year’s Specialty Press Award
will be presented during StokerCon™ 2019 held May 9-12 at the Amway Grand Plaza Hotel in Grand Rapids,
Michigan.
After editing The Dream People literary journal, Jennifer Barnes and John Edward Lawson founded Raw Dog
Screaming Press to specialize in “fiction that foams at the mouth” and to offer authors a path around the
publishing gatekeepers of the early 2000s. Their five imprints span dark, weird, blue-collar, and literary
fiction and nonfiction for adults, children, and young adults.
Raw Dog Screaming Press emphasizes community and cultivates authors’ careers. Most of their authors
have published multiple titles with them. The press collaborates with authors and team-builds at DogCon
events, forging camaraderie among their authors. They take an interest in new writers, publishing debut
books. The press developed a relationship with Seton Hill University, one of the few colleges offering a
Masters in Writing Popular Fiction.
They champion niche categories of books, most notably horror poetry. Working with editor Stephanie M.
Wytovich, and publishing stellar poets such as Christina Sng and Michael A. Arnzen, they’ve made a
significant impact on the popularity and visibility of genre poetry. Raw Dog Screaming Press has
distinguished itself by working with authors from unexpected quarters, such as internationally renowned
musicians Till Lindemann (Rammstein) and Donna Lynch and Steven Archer (Ego Likeness), as well as
feature film director S. Craig Zahler (BONE TOMAHAWK, BRAWL IN CELL BLOCK 99, DRAGGED ACROSS
CONCRETE). They have also been fortunate to work with many critically acclaimed authors, including Jeff
VanderMeer, Lucy A. Snyder, Jeffrey Thomas, James Chambers, and Lance Olsen. The result has been 200
superb books. Many titles have been optioned for film and translations into French, German, Indonesian,
Italian, Russian, and Spanish. Raw Dog Screaming Press titles have received Bram Stoker Awards, the
PEN/Hemmingway Award, the Sir Julius Vogel Award, and the Wonderland Award.
When not leading workshops at conventions around the country, or at universities like Seton Hill and
Rutgers, the Raw Dog Screaming Press team regularly hosts workshops at their Broadkill Writers Resort on
Delaware Bay and at their yearly DogCon event. For more about Raw Dog Screaming Press, please visit
http://www.rawdogscreaming.com.
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HWA Announces Haunted Library of Horror
Classics
By HWAWeb | April 2019
The HWA and Poisoned Pen Press, an imprint of
Sourcebooks, are pleased to announce the “Haunted
Library of Horror Classics,” a new series of reprinted
horror classics. Now some of the genre’s seminal titles will
be easily available to modern readers. The series editors
include acclaimed writer and editor Eric J. Guignard, and
multiple-award-winning editor and annotator Leslie S.
Klinger.
HWA’s President Lisa Morton said, “This is a project we’ve been working on behind the scenes at HWA for
years, because keeping the genre’s classics alive is something I consider a key part of HWA’s core mission
goals. I can’t imagine better choices to edit this series than Eric and Les, and I’m thrilled to be working with
everyone at Poisoned Pen and Sourcebooks.”
Each volume will feature an introduction by a noted horror expert and/or author, and every book will close
with a study guide for classroom use. The editions (quality trade paperback) are aimed to be reasonably
priced for a mass market. The first release, Gaston LeRoux’s Phantom of the Opera, will be introduced by
New York Times-bestselling author and multiple-Bram Stoker Award® winner Nancy Holder.
The other initial titles selected are The Beetle by Richard Marsh; Vathek by William Beckford; House on the
Borderland by William Hope Hodgson; The Parasite and Other Tales of Terror by Arthur Conan Doyle; and
The King in Yellow by Robert Chambers.
“When approached by HWA to consider this project, I was intrigued by the opportunity to introduce a new
readership to the masterpieces of this much underappreciated genre,” said Robert Rosenwald, Director of
Development, Poisoned Pen Press. “And to work with such luminaries as Eric J. Guignard and Leslie Klinger,
providing each title with a study guide and making them available at reasonable prices, made the Haunted
Library irresistible.”
Eric J. Guignard has won the Bram Stoker Award®, been a finalist for the International Thriller Writers
Award, and has been nominated multiple times for the Pushcart Prize for his works of dark and speculative
fiction. He more-than-100 stories and nonfiction works have appeared in publications around the world, and
he has edited six anthologies, and created an ongoing series of primers exploring modern masters of literary
dark short fiction, Exploring Dark Short Fiction.
Leslie S. Klinger is the New York Times-bestselling editor of the
Edgar® winning New Annotated Sherlock Holmes, as well as
numerous other annotated books, anthologies, and articles on
Holmes, Dracula, Lovecraft, Frankenstein, mysteries, horror, and
the Victorian age. His work includes the acclaimed New Annotated Dracula and New Annotated H. P.
Lovecraft, as well as the World Fantasy Award-nominated New Annotated Frankenstein, and several
anthologies of classic vampire and horror fiction. He also serves as Director of Marketing – Nonfiction &
Poisoned Pen Press, Sourcebooks.
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“Sourcebooks is a thriving entrepreneurial company that brings extraordinary authors to readers in the most
dynamic, data-driven ways. We create books that transcend categories and defy odds and have been honored
with hundreds of national bestsellers and awards. We are home to enthusiastic, book-loving employees who
are dedicated to connecting books to readers in new and innovative ways. Story by story, book by book, we
have touched over 100 million lives. Join us as we change 100 million more. Visit sourcebooks.com for more
information.”
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HWA Announces Young Adults Write Now
Winners
By HWAWeb | April 2019
The HWA proudly announces this year’s recipient of the
Young Adults Write Now endowment. The Librarian
Association of Rockland County Teen Division (Spring
Valley, NY), will receive $500 to fund their annual teen
writing program (SCRAWL: Rockland Teens Write). “We
are pleased to present the 2018 endowment to Rockland
County,” said HWA President Lisa Morton. “Public
libraries’ expansion of genre-fiction programs is an exciting development in HWA’s commitment to the field.”
Young Adults Write Now is part of the HWA’s continuing commitment to furthering young adult literacy, and
it is open to all school and public libraries. Each year, the HWA provides up to five endowments of $500 each
for selected libraries to establish or continue genre-focused writing programs for teens. Membership in the
HWA is not a requirement.
Applications for 2019 will open June 1, 2019 and run until December 31. The Young Adults Write Now
program will again provide up to five endowments of $500 each per year for selected libraries to establish
new or support ongoing genre-focused writing programs. The program is currently open to United States
libraries, but it will be expanded in the future to include other countries, as part of the HWA’s global
presence.
For more information and the complete set of program rules, visit
http://horrorscholarships.com/young-adults-write-now-endowment-program/ or contact libraries@horror.org.
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Onward and Upward
By HWAWeb | April 2019
[KP Editorial Note and All That Official Stuff: This is the first in a now-and-then series of articles on
various aspects of the HWA.]
Kenneth W. Cain, Chair, Membership Committee
Did you know that you can upgrade your HWA membership at any time? You don’t have to wait for your
current membership to expire. You can do it right now. And it’s not a very complicated a process, either.
Here’s everything you need to know.
First and foremost, the most important part of this process is to know the qualifications. These are detailed
in the member rules, broken down by categories and listing all thresholds that are necessary to be met in
order to upgrade. It’s a good idea to familiarize yourself with the rules to begin with, but this extensive list of
qualifications will be your go-to resource for the upgrade process. Be sure to pay attention to the details, as
more often than not, the reason an upgrade doesn’t go through is a misunderstanding of these qualifications
(perhaps due to not fully reading them).
Next, don’t be afraid to ask questions. As a volunteer for this position, I expect this more often than not. It’s
part of the gig. And, while I may not always be able to get right back to you, I’ll do my best to answer any
question. Please note, I may not always have the answer readily available. That means I’ll have to track down
details and ask questions myself, so getting back with a response can often take time. So patience is another
important part of this process.
You’ll need to gather your documentation once you feel you qualify for the upgrade. If you don’t know what
this is, it can consist of PDFs, scans, screenshots, or any other media of contracts or royalty sheets (from a
reputable publisher or online vendor such as Amazon) or payments. You can’t send too much information, so
don’t worry. Send what you feel would be necessary to prove you meet the requirements. Just saying you
meet these requirements isn’t enough. I need to see it. Gather all your documentation and get it to me.
Using the Submittable site isn’t required, but doing so is fine. However, you should not submit a new
application, as doing so will create a second profile for you and just create more work for me and other
volunteers. It’s actually best to E-mail me directly at kennethwcain@gmail.com or through the committee at
membership@horror.org. I do answer the occasional Twitter PMs and Facebook messages as I see them, but
it’s best to send your materials through E-mail. After I receive your documentation, I will then go through
everything when I get a chance and get back to you if anything more is needed.
Once a determination is made, you will be informed as soon as possible. If your application to upgrade is
approved, that change will be made on WildApricot by me or another authorized volunteer. Please be aware
that some upgrades may require additional dues at the time of the upgrade. Again, if you have any questions
whatsoever, please don’t hesitate to contact us. Visit http://horror.org/applying-for-membership/ for more
information, including specifics on acceptable documentation and the dues schedule.
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The Seers Table
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Linda Addison, Member of the Diverse Works Inclusion Community
April contains Earth Day; why not discover some ultra-earthly creators!
Ace Antonio Hall introduces:
Akwaeke Emezi was born and raised in Nigeria. They
received their MPA from New York University and was
awarded a 2015 Miles Morland Writing Scholarship. Emezi
also won the 2017 Commonwealth Short Story Prize for
Africa. Freshwater is their phenomenal debut novel.

Recommended work: Freshwater (Grove/Atlanta, Inc., 2018) ISBN: 0802128998, 9780802128997
About the book: Ada has always been unusual. As an infant in southern Nigeria, she is a source of deep
concern to her family. Her parents successfully prayed her into existence, but something must have gone
awry, as the young Ada becomes a troubled child, prone to violent fits of anger and grief. But Ada turns out
to be more than just volatile. Born “with one foot on the other side,” she begins to develop separate selves.
When Ada travels to America for college, a traumatic event crystallizes the selves into something more
powerful. As Ada fades into the background of her own mind and these alters—now protective, now
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hedonistic—move into control, Ada’s life spirals in a dangerous direction.
Web site: https://www.akwaeke.com/
Twitter @azemezi
Facebook: https://m.facebook.com/azemezi
Theresa Derwin introduces Nuzo Onoh:
I first discovered Nuzo Onoh through
her book, The Sleepless, and was delighted
to find out she lives in the same area as I
do, The Midlands, UK. As such, I hope to
meet up with her and arrange a local gettogether for horror writers.

I am part of The Seers Table to raise awareness of future movers and shakers in the horror industry, and
particularly, those of diverse backgrounds. So I am very excited to present Nuzo Onoh to you.
Described as “The Queen of African Horror,” Nuzo Onoh is the creator of chilling horror fiction from the
African Continent. A British writer of African descent, Nuzo was born in Enugu, the Eastern part of Nigeria,
formerly known as The Republic of Biafra. She lived through the civil war between Nigeria and Biafra as a
child refugee, an experience that left a strong impact on her and has influenced some of her writing.
UK-based authors and readers will be able to catch Nuzo at the following event:
Lecture: African Horror: Shades of Superstition at The Miskatonic Institute of Horror Studies, London – 7
p.m., April 11. (https://goo.gl/DvkNRT).
Her writing is imbued with a sense of community and offers the reader ghost stories from the African region,
which tap into loads of themes yet still give horror fans visceral stories.
I’m currently reading Nisi Shawl and Cynthia Ward’s Writing the Other, to improve my own writing, which
is a great book. But for those wanting to read exciting regional horror, Nuzo’s work is perfect. And I have to
say, having been raised on old Universal and Hammer horror films, and damaging tropes, reading her work
is fascinating. As Nuzo herself points out, “I’m glad you referred to Hammer house as they, together with
many earlier horror writers, did terrible damage to how black people are represented in horror and this has
affected how fiction from Africa is perceived, a stereotype I’m trying to break by showcasing not just our
culture, but horror written in contemporary structure with commercial and universal appeal, something I
was grateful was discussed in this article: https://goo.gl/Yx2svA.”
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I’d like to recommend to readers Dead Corpse. How do you bury a corpse that refuses to die? When a
humble witchdoctor’s albino daughter is murdered for ritual magic, an entire village will awaken to the fury
and vengeance of a powerful entity from beyond the grave.
E-mail: nuzoonoh62@gmail.com
Twitter: @NuzoOnoh
Web site: http://www.nuzoonoh.co.uk
Janet Holden introduces:
Mallory O’Meara is an author,
screenwriter, and a genre film producer.
Whether it’s for the screen or the page, Mallory
seeks creative projects filled with horror and
monsters. She lives in Los Angeles with her
partner and too many cats.

Mallory hosts the podcast Reading Glasses, alongside filmmaker and actress Brea Grant. The weekly show
is hosted by Maximum Fun and focuses on book culture and reader life.
Recommended work: The Lady from the Black Lagoon uncovers the life and work of Milicent Patrick—one
of Disney’s first female animators and the only woman in history to create one of Hollywood’s classic movie
monsters.
As a teenager, Mallory O’Meara was thrilled to discover that one of her favorite movies, CREATURE FROM
THE BLACK LAGOON, featured a monster designed by a woman, Milicent Patrick. But for someone who
should have been hailed as a pioneer in the genre, there was little information available. For, as O’Meara
soon discovered, Patrick’s contribution had been claimed by a jealous male colleague, her career had been
cut short, and soon after she disappeared from film history. No one even knew if she were still alive.
While working in the horror film industry, O’Meara set out to right the wrong, and in the process discovered
the full, fascinating story of an ambitious, artistic woman ahead of her time. Patrick’s contribution to special
effects proved to be just the latest chapter in a remarkable, unconventional life, from her youth growing up
in the shadow of Hearst Castle, to her career as one of Disney’s first female animators. And at last, O’Meara
discovered what really had happened to Patrick after the CREATURE’s success, and where she went.
A true-life detective story and a celebration of a forgotten feminist trailblazer, The Lady from the Black
Lagoon establishes Patrick in her rightful place in film history while calling out a Hollywood culture where
little has changed since those early days.
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Contact: http://www.malloryomeara.com/; see other social media links on her site.
Kate Maruyama introduces:
Chikodili Emelumadu
is a Nigerian writer,
broadcaster, and blogger
living in England. She has
a BA in English language
and literature from Nnamdi
Azikiwe University Awka
and an MA in CrossCultural Communications
and International Relations
from the University of
Newcastle upon Tyne.

She is shortlisted for The Caine Prize for “Bush Baby” published in African Monsters, edited by Margaret
Helgadottir and Jo Thomas (Fox Spirit Books, UK. 2015). Chikodili’s work has appeared in One Throne,
Omenana, Apex, Eclectica, Luna Station Quarterly, and the interactive fiction magazine, Sub-Q. In 2014,
Chikodili was nominated for a Shirley Jackson award for her short story “Candy Girl” and is working on her
debut novel.
Her haunting short work explores otherness, power dynamics, family, and her Nigerian roots.
You can read her short fiction here: chikodili.com
Follow her on Twitter: @chemelumadu or on Instagram: @chikodili.
Linda Addison introduces:
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Holly Lyn Walrath’s poetry and
short fiction has appeared in
Strange Horizons, Fireside
Fiction, Daily Science Fiction,
Luna Station Quarterly,
Liminality, and elsewhere. She is
the author of Glimmerglass Girl
(Finishing Line Press, 2018). She
holds a B.A. in English from the
University of Texas and a Master’s
in Creative Writing from the
University of Denver. She is a
freelance editor and host of The
Weird Circular, an e-newsletter
for writers containing submission
calls and writing prompts.

Recommended reading from her poetry collection, Glimmerglass Girl.

She Learns How to Disappear
She memorizes little spaces she could hide in—
the white place between letters on the page
the dashboard radio like a golden dais
the corner of the yard where crows suckle
the cherry streetlight which creates the rain
the empyrean sky with its open space
where she could be a splinter in the expanse
fold up like an origami swan
tuck her face under her wing, blasphemed.
This one thing is clear—she knows
one more day is purgatory.
Find her online: http://www.hlwalrath.com/; Twitter: @HollyLynWalrath
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HWA Events – Current for 2019
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Angel Hiott, Events
Coordinator
Just make sure to get those applications in to JG Faherty (eventapplications@horror.org) so he can approve
them!
If you know of an event you would like the HWA to consider attending, please fill out the approval form:
http://horror.org/subhub/index.php?sid=95628. Greg and Brad will review it for approval.
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Utah Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | April 2019
Joshua Sorenson
Greetings from Utah.
This year started slowly, but we’re now entering a much quicker-paced
schedule.
14-16 February 2019: The chapter participated in The Life, The Universe,
And Everything Writing Conference held in Provo, Utah. This event kicks
off our year with a bang, after a post-holiday break. It is our primary
event to recruit new members, and we are hoping to see a lot of new
faces in the next couple months.
14 March: The chapter attended a book reading at the King’s English
bookstore in Salt Lake City. Alma Katsu presented her book The Hunger,
a historical fiction based on the Donner Party.
April bodes to be quite busy for us.

K. Scott Forman poses with Alma Katsu
at her book reading on March 14, 2019.

Not only is it National Poetry-Writing Month for the poets in the group,
but we have two conventions.
19-20 April is the FANX Spring 2019 (Comic Convention) in Salt Lake
City.

27 April is the League of Utah Writers Spring Convention in Taylorsville, Utah.

Publications:
Our 2019 anthology, Peaks of Madness, has finished the editing stage, and we expect to release it in April
2019.
One of our authors, T.J. Tranchell, has started the year with a bang with the story, “Print Error,” appearing
in the anthology Don’t Cry to Mama from Jolly Horror Press in January and the essay, “Brenda and the
Boomtown Rats,” appearing in the Volney Road Review in March.
Scott Forman, Cody Langille, and Daniel K. Godard have all made it into BYU’s 21st Century collection
of Mormon writers.
We have opened up submissions for our 2020 anthology They Walk Among Us. It is open for all Utahassociated authors. Info can be found on our Facebook @UtahHorrorWriters.

Monthly Meeting:
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The Utah HWA currently meets on the second Thursday of every month.
Our April meeting will be held 7-9 p.m. (MDT) on April 11 at the West Jordan City Hall (8000 S. Redwood
Rd., West Jordan, UT).
Please check our Facebook @UtahHorrorWriters for future meetings as we also participate in book releases
and other events as a part of our meetings, when available.
Please send any questions or news to Joshua P. Sorensen: jps.historian@gmail.com or Cody Langille:
cody.langille@gmail.com.
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Pennsylvania Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Jacque Day

The Pennsylvania Chapter met Saturday, February 23, 1-4 p.m. In attendance were Kenneth W. Cain,
Frank Michaels Errington, J.C. Walsh, Ralph Hieb, Somer Canon, Jacque Day Pallone, Allan
Rozinski, Todd Keisling, Diane Sismour, Chuck Buda, and Ronald J. Murray (via Google Hangouts).

MEETING NOTES:
We started this month’s meeting off with some light discussion, mostly centered on the announcement of the
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Bram Stoker Award®-nominated works. R.J. Murray then talked about a conference out his way (the
Pittsburgh area) that he was wondering if we would be interested in attending. His query led to a more indepth conversation about all the possibilities for us to get out to some events and get a game plan to start
making some of these activities happen. It was an exciting discussion that led to another one we have
touched on before: the possibility of an anthology from our group.

CHAPTER NEWS:
– Somer Canon (“Mommy’s Girl”) and Kenneth W. Cain (“Detrition of War”) have stories coming out this
spring in When the Clock Strikes 13, the premier anthology from In Your Face Publishing.
– Ronald J. Murray’s story, “In the Labyrinth,” will be included in the upcoming anthology, Lustcraftian
Horrors. Release date TBA.
– Todd Keisling’s story, “We’ve All Gone to the Magic Show,” will appear in a future issue of Vastarien: A
Literary Journal.
– C.M. Crawford will have a haiku in a forthcoming issue of Better Than Starbucks.
– Allan Rozinski’s poem, “Cassandra Can’t Tell You,” will be published in Spectral Realms #11.
– Frank Michaels Errington has a number of reviews published at Cemetery Dance Online and on his blog
at http://frankmichaelserrington.blogspot.com/.
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MEETING INFO:

Our next meeting is scheduled for Saturday, April 6, 1-4 p.m. If you would like to attend a meeting, please
contact Kenneth W. Cain at kennethwcain@gmail.com or on Facebook/Twitter.
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San Diego Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | April 2019
Alexandra Neumeister
The San Diego Chapter recently hosted a lecture on outlining, plotting, and continuity. Directly after the
meeting, the chapter sat in on the Shades and Shadows reading series, the only LA-based horror-reading
series, in their first San Diego event.
Chapter Member Kevin David Anderson attended HauntX, the DIY Haunters expo, as well as the second
San Diego Rocket-Con. Several members also attended the San Diego Oddities and Curiosities Expo.
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San Francisco Bay Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | April 2019
Ken Hueler
Attending: Ken Hueler, Loren Rhoads, E.M. Markoff,
Crystal M. Romero, Ambyr Shadowsinger, Chad
Schimke, Anthony De Rouen, Ben Monroe
Loren Rhoads has assembled and edited the charity
anthology, Ben Monroe has worked out the cover design, and
E.M. Markoff is set to begin formatting, so we are on track
for releasing before the Bay Area Book Festival. Discussion
shifts now to publicity.
Anthony De Rouen has an exciting roster of films for the
Death’s Parade Film Fest. He has hired a host and found
EM Markoff, Ambry Shadowsinger, Crystal M Romero sponsors.
(and Carlos), Loren Rhoads
Anthony De Rouen, Ken Hueler, Ben Monroe, Chad
Schimke

Accomplishments:
Loren Rhoads has a story, “The Arms Dealer’s Daughter,” in the upcoming issue of Space & Time.
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HWA UK Update
By HWAWeb | April 2019
Marie O’Regan and Paul Kane
Spring is in the air.

Gareth L. Powell, Lydia Gittins

We followed up our last successful meeting of the UK Chapter of the HWA in October—which welcomed the
likes of Neil Gaiman, Mike (M.R.) Carey, Joe Hill, Stephen Jones, Kim Newman, Christopher Fowler,
to mention just a few—with another pub meet at the same venue, John Constantine’s local: The Angel in
London.

Phil Sloman, Theresa Derwin

The latest meeting took place in February, and attendees included Fleet of Knives author Gareth Powell,
fresh from his signing around the corner at Forbidden Planet, and Lydia Gittins from Titan Books. Also
stopping by were regulars such as Phil Sloman, Theresa Derwin, author of Hekla’s Children James
Brogden, Anna Taborska, Chris Amies, and Robin Furth, who writes Stephen King’s Dark Tower
comics.
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James Brogden, Paul Kane

Phil Sloman

We’ll be organising further events throughout the year as well as looking at how we can improve the UK
Chapter further, and we’re also busy at work on StokerCon UK (https://stokercon-uk.com) for 2020; our
Mistress of Ceremonies, author A.K. Benedict, has already been announced, with further announcements to
be made throughout the year.
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AK Benedict
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HWA Colorado Update
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Larry Berry
The three chapters are coming together for our Yog:SEA Spring Event featuring publisher/author Josh Viola
and novelist Warren Hammond. This begins the Dark Angels Interview Series for 2019.

For more information, contact Event Organizer Dean Wyant (Dean@hexpublishers.com).
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Wisconsin Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | April 2019
Chris Welch

As I write this, there is still snow on the ground. As you read this, I hope the snow is gone. Of course, as
horror writers, we know the nature of hope. On to this month’s announcements:
“All are welcome, all welcome … go into the light.” The first meeting of the HWA-Wisconsin Chapter for 2019
will be held at 11 a.m., Sunday, April 28, at The Craft Room Restaurant inside the Sheraton Milwaukee
Brookfield Hotel, 375 S. Moorland Rd.
There’ll be a short business meeting during lunch (we will allow talking with your mouth full), socializing
(but not medicine), and, for those who are interested, readings of each other’s works. If you’re interested in
sharing your work with your fellow Wisconsin HWAites, bring a few pages to read. We’re also planning to
have additional meetings in Kaukauna and Madison later in the year.
Anthony Hains announces the release of his latest novella, Sleep in the Dust of the Earth.
“Sometimes they come back angry … Ace’s life is satisfying in an ordinary sort of way. At twenty-five, he’s
deeply in love with his wife of two years, and he and Runa are expecting their first child. But when Ace’s
mother-in-law passes away after a short illness, things take a turn for the weird. Everyone in the family
knows that Gretchen dabbled in the occult prior to her death, inviting friends over for occasional tarot-card
readings and séances. What most of them don’t know is that she spent a considerable amount of time
training her grandchildren in the art of the uncanny. Now Brinn and Oliver appear to be experimenting with
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strange rituals—rituals linked to increasingly disturbing events. To get a handle on what’s happening, Ace
and Runa begin investigating Gretchen’s explorations into the supernatural. But it will take time, and a
shocking series of developments, for them to discover how high the stakes are for their growing family.
https://www.anthonyhains.com/

Chris Welch will conduct a writing session at the Oshkosh Public Library on Thursday, April 11, 6-7:30 p.m.
In “Anatomy of Humor,” he’ll examine how to write humor and satire by identifying the funny components of
each and by manipulating word usage, delivery, and reader expectations in fiction.
In case you are not going to StokerCon in Grand Rapids this year, you might be able to make it to the sixth
annual Lakefly Writers Conference May 10-11, at the Premier Waterfront Hotel and Convention Center in
Oshkosh. There’ll be over a dozen workshops on the craft and business of writing designed to inspire and
guide your creative journey. The keynote speaker will be Liam Callanan, author of The Cloud Atlas, All
Saints, Listen, and Paris by the Book. He serves in the English department of the University of WisconsinMilwaukee, and was previously its chair, as well as coordinator of its Ph.D. program in creative writing. He
has regularly contributed to local and national public radio. https://lakeflywriters.org/
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NY Chapter Update
By HWAWeb | April 2019
Charie La Marr
As we prepare for StokerCon, and in anticipation of our nomination for our anthology New York State of
Fright, our members have been very busy.

Elizabeth Crowens is attending Sleuthfest in Boca Raton, Florida, getting ready for the release of Silent
Meridian – The Time Traveler Professor, catching up with old friends of HWA-NY like Heather Graham.

Steven Van Patten was named Featured Author and presented with an award during the Sugar and Spice
Book Club Literary Madness Event held in Harlem on March 9. He and Marc Abbott launched their new
anthology, Hell at the Waystation, on March 23.
April Grey is planning a reading by authors from her new anthology, Hell’s Heart, on Tuesday, May 21 at
the KGB Bar.
Carl Paolino is putting together a book fair in Maspeth Queens on Saturday, May 18. Several members will
be there reading and selling books.
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Several members will be at HELIOsphere April 5–7. James Chambers will have a book launch there for
Three Chords of Chaos.
Teel James Glenn has been burning up the keyboard as usual. His short story, “Black Sails,” was accepted
by WriterPunk for the anthology Taught by Time. Fantasy short story “Sister Avenger” will appear in the
anthology Swords of Valor. Another fantasy short story, “Death by the Numbers,” will be out in the April
issue of Aurora Wolf Magazine. And yet another short story, “Popping the Cork,” will be in the Guns Vs:
Zombies anthology (Henchmen Press) this summer. Teel also presented a lecture on small arms and the
wounds they inflict for the writer in March at the Liberty State Fiction Writers Conference in New Jersey.
http://www.libertystatesfictionwriters.com/conference/

Randee Dawn has a Kickstarter running for her future anthology Across the Universe: Tales of Alternative
Beatles. She is getting very close to her goal.
We also congratulate our member Ellen Datlow for her nomination in the anthology category.
On a sad note, the chapter is mourning the death of Jeff C. Stevenson after a long illness. His story, “The
Insects of Seneca Village,” appears in the Bram Stoker Award®-nominated anthology New York State of
Fright. The book features stories by members of the chapter to benefit the charity Girls Write Now. Jeff was
very excited about the nomination. He will be missed.
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Bloody Drop Bears and Taniwha (Australian &
New Zealand Horror News)
By HWAWeb | April 2019
Marty Young
Welcome to the very first column on all things down under—although it’s not, really. This is a rebirth of the
column Stephen Dedman used to pen several years ago, so I hope to do it as much justice as Stephen did.
We’ll be covering all the happenings in the Australian/New Zealand horror genre, as nebulous a genre as
that is. Also included here each month or every second month will be updates on the two main organizations
catering for horror writers, the AHWA and SpecFicNZ (starting in the next column). We’ll cover conventions
and gatherings, book releases, and more. This mad hatter kangaroo collection of oddities will grow as all
dark things are wont to do, so fingers crossed it takes us interesting places!
Anyway, to kick things off, Greg Chapman, the President of the Australasian Horror Writers Assn. (AHWA),
provides an update on all things AHWA (incidentally, Greg and the committee have done an outstanding job
bringing the AHWA back from the brink after a few unsteady years, so well done, team!).
Here’s Greg:
“The Australasian Horror Writers Assn. (previously known as the Australian Horror Writers Assn.) was
formed in 2005, and currently has over 100 members across Australia and New Zealand. Our membership
includes authors, artists, and screenwriters, and we’re proud to say that more than half of our membership is
female.
“Each year the AHWA runs a number of programs for its members, including the Mentorship Program, Short
and Flash Story Competition, and the Australian Shadows Awards, which recognises works in the horror
genre in a number of categories, including Best Short Fiction, Best Novel, Best Edited Work, Best Graphic
Novel, the Paul Haines Memorial Award for Long Fiction and The Rocky Wood Memorial Award for
Nonfiction. The Association also publishes a fiction magazine at least once a year—Midnight Echo Magazine,
with a guest editor taking the reins with each edition.”
[Interrupting Greg for a second to say that Midnight Echo 13 (the most recent issue) was published on
December 31, 2018, and features fiction, nonfiction and poetry by David Schembri, Marty Young, Natalie
J Potts, Rue Karney, DC Davidson, Claire Fitzpatrick, and Eileen Mueller. Guest editor this time
around was Paul Mannering, with co-editors Helen Stubbs and Isobel Blackthorn through the AHWA
Mentorship Program. Also included were the AHWA Short and Flash Fiction competition-winning stories
from 2017 by Chrisi Reardon and Xanthe Knox. Midnight Echo 13 is available at
https://www.amazon.com.au/Midnight-Echo-Issue-Paul-Mannering-ebook/dp/B07MKTKRNT]
Back to Greg:
“We also host a second Web site called Sinister Reads, where we publish short interviews with members
about their upcoming works.
“The AHWA has, in fact, recently closed submissions to the Shadows Awards, with judges now pouring
through hundreds of submissions. The Awards will be presented at a ceremony during the 2019 Continuum
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Convention in Melbourne from June 7-10. Previously, the Shadows were presented via Facebook, but after
the AHWA held a very successful awards ceremony during the 2018 Continuum, it’s now become a muchanticipated event.
“There are a number of AHWA members who are also members of the HWA, and we hope this will continue
well into the future.
“For more information on the AHWA, please visit us at http://www.australianhorror.wordpress.com
“You can also follow us on social media (Facebook, Twitter).
“Some members’ recent releases include:
Train Wreck and Other Stories by Noel Ouslandi
Devouring Dark by Alan Baxter
Anthony Paul Ferguson’s story, “Blind Date,” will appear in an upcoming issue of Breach Magazine.
Do You Want to Live Forever? by Robert N. Stephenson
David Schembri recently released a collection of short stories called Beneath the Ferny Tree.
Claire Fitzpatrick recently announced that IFWG Publishing Australia will release her short story
collection, Metamorphosis, later this year.“
***
In other news, Geoff Brown of Cohesion Press has something exciting to tell us: “In 2017, Cohesion Press
entered a visual rights agreement with Tim Miller‘s Blur Studio and Netflix. We worked closely with Tim
and Blur throughout the production process, and are damn proud that we can finally talk about the original
SNAFU short stories that are featured in this exciting new series LOVE, DEATH + ROBOTS, screening on
Netflix March 15. At this point, we can’t name authors or individual stories, as the creators of the series
want the content to remain a surprise, but if you like action/horror/sci-fi stuff, make sure to watch out for our
tales when the series hits screens. It’s rare for any small press to sell screen-rights to anyone, let alone to
Netflix and world-class director Tim Miller, but again, Cohesion has exceeded what most presses desire to
achieve.”
“Also, our next release, SNAFU: Last Stand, has Tim reading all the final stories and writing an introduction
for the antho. The ‘last stand’ concept is his suggestion.”
SNAFU: Last Stand opens to submissions on April 1. The anthology will be edited by the experienced team of
Amanda J Spedding, Matthew Summers, and Geoff Brown, with an introduction by Tim Miller. Pay
rates are AU5¢/word, and full submission details can be found at
https://cohesionpress.com/snafu-submissions/.
***
In award news, the 2018 Aurealis Awards Shortlist was recently announced. The Aurealis Awards is
Australia’s longest running genre awards, established in 1995 by Chimaera Publications, the publishers of
Aurealis Magazine, which itself is Australia’s longest running small-press genre magazine.
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With 15 categories, the full shortlist is too long to include here, but it can be found at
https://aurealisawards.org/2019/02/20/2018-aurealis-awards-shortlist-announcement/?fbclid=IwAR3p3S4QD
QdrjFaDp547DWAJ9zrZlmt8LMlqTBlGfe0BAhh2gezz5tADkHs
Of particular interest to a column on horror are the three horror categories:

BEST HORROR NOVEL
The Bus on Thursday by Shirley Barrett (Allen & Unwin)
Years of the Wolf by Craig Cormick (IFWG Publishing Australia)
Tide of Stone by Kaaron Warren (Omnium Gatherum)

BEST HORROR SHORT STORY
“The Offering” by Michael Gardner (Aurealis #112)
“Slither” by Jason Nahrung (Cthulhu Deep Down Under, Volume 2, IFWG Publishing Australia)
“By Kindle Light” by Jessica Nelson-Tyers (Antipodean SF #235)
“Hit and Rot” by Jessica Nelson-Tyers (Breach #08)
“Sub-Urban” by Alfie Simpson (Breach #07)
“The Further Shore” by J Ashley Smith (Bourbon Penn #15)

BEST HORROR NOVELLA
Andromeda Ascends by Matthew R Davis (Beneath the Waves – Tales from the Deep, Things In The Well)
Kopura Rising by David Kuraria (Cthulhu: Land of the Long White Cloud, IFWG Publishing Australia)
The Black Sea by Chris Mason (Beneath the Waves – Tales from the Deep, Things In The Well)
Triquetra by Kirstyn McDermott (Tor.com)
With This Needle I Thee Thread by Angela Rega (Aurum, Ticonderoga Publications)
Crisis Apparition by Kaaron Warren (Dark Moon Books)

There will be some familiar names on that list, but the complete shortlist is worth checking out if you want to
see just how rich and diverse the spec-fic scene is here in Australia.
Winners will be announced at the Aurealis Awards ceremony taking place in Melbourne on Saturday, May 4,
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2019.
***
HWA members will also be aware that the 2018 Bram Stoker Awards® Final Ballot was likewise recently
announced and doing us Aussies and Kiwis proud were Lee Murray and Kyla Lee Ward!
Kyla’s short fiction tale “And in Her Eyes the City Drowned” (Weirdbook #39, Wildside Press) is up against
Lee’s “Dead End Town” (Cthulhu Deep Down Under, Volume 2, IFWG Publishing International) for Superior
Achievement in Short Fiction.
Lee has a double shot at Stoker glory with Hellhole: An Anthology of Subterranean Terror (Adrenaline Press)
up for Superior Achievement in an Anthology.
It really is wonderful to see a Kiwi and an Aussie on the Final Ballot! Long may that continue!
***
There are a number of conventions happening this March-April, too. Speculate, the Victorian speculative
writers festival, ran March 15-16 in Melbourne. This literary festival is “for writers of speculative fiction from
any and all backgrounds.” Guests included Jay Kristoff, Trudi Canavan, Alan Baxter (one of Australia’s
busiest writers), and more.
Supanova 2019 kicks off in Melbourne on April 5-7, then moves onto the Gold Coast April 12-14. Other cities
have to wait until later in the year for their turn. Alan Baxter (he’s everywhere!), Gerry Huntman,
Christopher Sequeira, and Nancy Holder, among other luminaries, make appearances.
Meanwhile, Swancon 2019 takes place in Perth, April 18-22. Swancon is “Australia’s longest-running
science-fiction, fantasy, and speculative fiction convention, and is the premiere event in Perth for fans of all
forms of speculative media.” International guests include Charlie Jane Anders and Annalee Newitz, with
Jonathan Strahan as the Australian Guest.
***
And finally, because Dave Schembri paid me the most (yes, I do take bribes), here’s a little more info on his
latest release:
Beneath the Ferny Tree by David Schembri (Close-Up Books)
Dig into the cold earth, pull away the damp leaves and burrow deep down to uncover true darkness …
Face the horror of war-torn Germany with Edmund as he fights to rescue his family. Confront the same
overwhelming dread as Cody, in the midst of a futuristic prison, is haunted by his past and desperate for a
chance at redemption. Discover true monsters aboard a slaver’s ship on the high seas and witness a more
twisted side to Christmas.
Uncover these and other bleak mysteries in Beneath the Ferny Tree.
Available from
https://www.angusrobertson.com.au/ebooks/beneath-the-ferny-tree-david-schembri/p/9780648395737 or
https://www.amazon.com.au/gp/product/B07L9KD8HZ.
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***
‘Til next time, watch out for drop bears, and stay safe!
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Canadian Content Corner
By HWAWeb | April 2019
Sèphera Girón
Happy April!
We’re no Fools up here in Canada! We’ve been working hard all winter; writing and having meetings.
Our next HWA Ontario Chapter Meeting is on Monday, April 8, at 7 p.m. at The Madison Pub in Toronto.
Here’s some exciting news:
Colleen Anderson writes: A Body of Work was successfully launched in the UK and in Vancouver, BC in
February. The collection of dark fiction is available through Amazon and through Black Shuck Books.
https://blackshuckbooks.co.uk/a-body-of-work-2/,
https://www.amazon.com/Body-Work-Colleen-Anderson/dp/1719934800. Quatrain.fish has just published a
wee horror poem of Colleen’s, and “Secret of Trees” was bought by the Journal of Inventive Literature, but
won’t be out until next year.

Stephanie Bedwell-Grime’s new vampire novel, Hearts in Darkness, is
now available from Evernight Publishing. A reclusive vampire rescues a woman, only to find that his heroism
has dire consequences.
https://www.evernightpublishing.com/hearts-in-darkness-by-stephanie-bedwell-grime/
The We Shall Be Monsters anthology includes Lena Ng’s story “Love Transcendent. She has another story
coming out at the end of March in Hinnom Magazine 010 called “The Split Through the Sky.”
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Toronto author Jessie Turk has been featured in the award-winning horror fiction podcast, “NoSleep.” Her
story, “Fresh Meat,” can be heard on season 12, episode 12.
https://www.thenosleeppodcast.com/episodes/s12/12×12. Just remember, if you’re a college freshman, don’t
take everything your upperclassmen say at face value. Otherwise, you might just become Fresh Meat. Learn
more about Jessie Turk and her other works at her blog (http://www.twistedtalesstudio.com) or on her
twitter feed (@TwistedtalesSt).

Our newest chapter member came to our meeting on Monday and survived! Here’s some info on him: Rob
Bliss was born in Canada in 1969. He has lived an horrific comedy of a life. He watched half of his family die
before he reached the age of twenty, with the other half absent. He is very familiar with coffins and graves,
funerals, and unholy weddings. He has held dozens of mindless jobs such as eating-while-driving courier,
chain-smoking catering delivery driver, oyster boy, burned burger flipper, sleepy grass cutter, accidentprone car parker, illiterate baker’s assistant, idiot construction worker, truth-telling salesman, lazy security
guard, acrophobic roof cleaner, and many others. He has an honours degree in English and Writing from
York University, Canada. He has over fifty stories published in thirty Web-based magazines, plus two
anthologies. He is the winner of SNM Magazine’s Author of the Year for 2013. He has three novels published
or forthcoming from Necro Publications. His first novel, Cut, was published in 2014, while his second novel,
The Bride Stripped Bare, will be published in April 2019. And a third novel will be published in the summer
of 2019.
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Sèphera Girón continues to create horoscope videos for Romance Daily News as well as making fun little
Writing Prompts and sharing other musings at her YouTube channel, Sephera’s World.
http://www.youtube.com/sephera. Sèphera is still running her Lunchtime Tarot Card Readings and More on
Twitch TV, although she may begin to play with the times. In order to score your free daily message from the
tarot cards, be sure to follow her at http://www.twitch.tv/sephera666 so that you know when she comes
online. For more about Sephera and her work and to sign up for her newsletter, check out her Web site at
http://sepheragiron.ca.
If you live in Canada and want to share your news, send it to sephgiron@gmail.com.
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Fiendish Endeavors
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Erinn L. Kemper
Mark Hauer is pleased to announce the sale of “Kyoto Grannies Boxing Club” to Strangers in a Strange
Land: Immigrant Tales, edited by Chris Rhattigan and Katherine Tomlinson. Published January 24, 2019,
and available on Amazon, Kindle, and reputable bookstores everywhere.

Lisa Morton and Les Klinger have co-edited Ghost Stories: Classic Tales
of Horror and Suspense, to be published by Pegasus Books in April 2019. The book has already received a
starred review in Publishers Weekly that called it “a work of art, a pleasure to read, and a serious and
welcome contribution to the study of the ghost story in English.”
Stephanie Ellis reports, “I’ve just had my short story, Asylum of Shadows, released (novelette) as part of a
new venture by Demain Publishing. A gothic horror, it is part of their Short Sharp Shocks! Series and was
published on 1 March.” Readers can find out more at https://stephanieellis.org.
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Samantha Lee‘s short short story, “Take 5,” features in the Winter 2019 edition of Curiosities. It started life
as a five-minute broadcast piece for Capital Radio’s “Moment of Terror.” It has since been published in
Fantasy Tales, Knave, Me Magazine, and her own collection Worse Things Than Spiders. Curiosities has an
audio version as well. Also, her story, “Dream Sequence,” has just come out in Trevor Kennedy‘s Gruesome
Grotesques 4 – Space.
The Bookseller’s Daughter by Steven Burt has been released through Ingram distributing. It is available on
Amazon: https://www.amazon.com/Booksellers-Daughter-Steven-Burt/dp/0985618868.
Christopher Rush is holding a book signing for his latest title, 13 Dead, on 13 April in Loftus Hall, County
Wexford, Ireland, from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Sheri White’s story, “When Arachnids Attack,” was accepted to the anthology When the Clock Strikes 13.
Available March 31; order now at https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07NLKK3CR.

The Final Days by Terence Hannum is now available. “Taking place during the last week of the year 1999,
The Final Days follows the highly intelligent rebellious teenager, Candace, who is trapped with her father
during the Y2K hysteria. Candace’s father has plans with his religious friends, and devout girlfriend Nancy,
to go to the family camp, where they will wait out the coming tribulation. Every day is a descent into
religious fervor, extreme fasting, gun worship, and terror that will test Candace and her father’s
relationship.” (Unnerving)
https://www.unnervingmagazine.com/product-page/pre-order-midnight-snacks-the-final-days-by-terence-hann
um
Jack of No Trades has taken Marge Simon‘s prose/flash “Lantern in the Snow.” And she is thrilled to report
that she has just won the Pulitzer and the Pushcart; her flash fiction, “WTF,” has been accepted for The New
Yorker; and she is a GoH at every genre convention for 2020. Way to go, Marge!
Congratulations to everyone. If you have a recent sale or upcoming publication, tell us about it. It’s publicity.
It’s free. Send a tiger-tight paragraph to erinn_darren@hotmail.com announcing your fiendish endeavor.
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Calendar of Readings and Signings
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Scott “Essel” Pratt
Remember that you can always find out what’s going on by visiting the calendar of events on the HWA Web
site. If you submit your information late, that information will show up only on that calendar and not here. It
is best to get your event information in early.
For all book-release announcements, please contact Lydia Peever for inclusion in her “Recently Born”
column.

April
April 19-21: Graham Masterton will be signing books and giving interviews at the Trolles et Légendes
fantasy festival in the Lotto Mons Expo Center in Mons, Belgium. Lotto Mons Expo Center, Avenue Thomas
Edison 2, 7000 Mons, Belgium. https://trollsetlegendes.com/

A reminder: This calendar is updated several times a week after information submitted about each event has
been vetted for appropriate content. Appropriate content includes conventions, readings, signings,
workshops, and other like events that HWA members may attend. It also includes deadlines for workshop
applications and award nominations. It does not include solicitations for votes for awards/award
nominations.
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Blood & Spades
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Marge Simon
Guest columnist: Anthony Ambrogio.
April Fool!
Instead of charming Marge Simon (also known as “rhymin’ Simon” to her cousin Paul), you’re stuck with me,
the Grumpy Grammarian, for your “Blood and Spades” entry this month. (Blame Editor Ptacek.)
And, while Ms. Simon manages to showcase talented guest poets in her column, when they found out I was
taking over her spot this month, everybody bowed out, and the only poet I could get to talk to me was
Anonymous—and all he wanted to talk about were limericks.

All the Best Stuff Comes from Everyman (and Everywoman): Anonymous
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Anonymous in his own words:

In my long and varied career, I have created many immortal lines, from “Westron wind, when wilt thou blow”
to “Kilroy was here.” But some of my greatest achievements come in the form of limericks.
The five-line limerick with its distinctive AABBA rhyme scheme and more-or-less anapestic trimeter-trimeterdimeter-dimeter-trimeter (doesn’t it excite you when I talk poetic like that to you?) is one of my most
enduring and endearing creations. (I say “more-or-less anapestic” because limericks sometimes start off with
a short, iambic foot—soft-hard instead of soft-soft-hard—and sometimes have those short feet at the
beginning of the other four lines, too.)
When they’re done right, limericks are beautiful things to behold—and behear. Too often, however, people
who think they can write a limerick crank out some godawful unmetered mess that gives the limerick a bad
name.
Which is too bad. For limericks can be so instructive. I have used them after I’ve learned a new word or the
meaning of an old phrase in order to create a kind of mnemonic to cement the definition in my brain.
A shepherdess moaned by a brook,
“I’ve an itch in my secretest nook.
The guys who have breached it
Just never have reached it—
So I will, by hook or by crook!”
Not an explanation of the g-spot (though there’s that) but an explanation of “by hook or by crook,” a saying
that I had known forever and understood correctly (“by any means necessary”) but never knew the origin of
(my association with “crook” being the bad guy in a western movie). When I finally had my epiphany and
realized that “by hook or by crook” had to do with the staff people used when tending sheep, I created this
limerick in order to enshrine the meaning once and for all.
Here’s another—a little crude, but I’m not quite finished with it yet:
When the Earth moves, the fact is well known
That the crusts pushing up ’gainst their own
Are expressing their passion
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(Well, after their fashion)
Creating orogenous zones.
Orogeny, according to the dictionary, “is the primary mechanism by which mountains are built on
continents”: “a process in which a section of the Earth’s crust is folded and deformed by lateral compression
to form a mountain range.” What better way to explain such an action than by assuming it’s the land’s own
form of procreation via sexual recreation? (I bet you won’t forget the meaning of orogeny now, will you?)
Some people trace the limerick, or at least its popularization to Edward Lear (1812-1888). The following is a
typical Lear contribution to the genre (one of more than 200 he wrote in his lifetime):
There was a Young Person of Smyrna
Whose grandmother threatened to burn her.
But she seized on the cat,
and said “Granny, burn that!
You incongruous old woman of Smyrna!”
A real knee-slapper, huh?
Wikipedia quotes William Tigges (from “The Limerick: The Sonnet of Nonsense?” 1987) about Lear’s
limericks: “The humour is not in the ‘punch-line’ ending but rather in the tension between meaning and its
lack.”
Others took the form and ran with it, adding that necessary punch-line ending and supplying the meaning
Lear was lacking—without which a limerick is just nonsense. So I suggest you stick with me, kid, and
avoid/ignore Lear.
For, while Lear may have popularized the limerick form, the limerick has a long and storied history. It was
alive and well in Shakespeare’s time. The Bard features a limerick in Othello, when the evil Iago goads
Othello’s lieutenant, Cassio, into getting drunk:
And let me the cannikin clink, clink;
And let me the cannikin clink.
A soldier’s a man,
A life’s but a span—
Why, then, let a soldier drink! (Othello, II.iii.64-68)
While they’re not the only ones to do so, publisher/humorist Bennett Cerf and folklorist/psychologist
Gershon Legman have both put out collections of limericks. Cerf’s are mostly clean; Legman’s are not.
Which leads us to this limerick that addresses the issue of subject matter in limericks:
The limerick packs laughs anatomical
Into space that is quite economical.
But the good ones I’ve seen
So seldom are clean
And the clean ones so seldom are comical
In addition to needing dirt, Legman argues that, because the limerick form is so economical, one shouldn’t
waste the first line (as people often do) with a passive construction like “There once was” (as in “There once
was a man from Nantucket”). Rather they should get right to the action. However, to be fair to the limerick
writers who do commence with the tried-and-true passive-construction beginning (perhaps feeling it’s as
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traditional as “once upon a time” for a fairy tale), it’s often to put a proper name at the end of the line that
they then will cleverly rhyme, for the essence of limericks is wit, both in what is said and how it’s said.
An orchestra groupie named Grace
Hoped to have every guy in the place.
And she did proposition
Each concert musician
But never could get to first bass.
(It goes without saying that this limerick was obviously composed at a time when there were few, if any,
female musicians in symphony orchestras.)
Often, limericks are also famous for their orthography, wherein the final words of lines two and five are
spelled the same as the first line’s last word—to wit:
A sleeper from the Amazon
Put nighties of his gramazon.
The reason? That
He was too fat
To get his own pajamazon.
I’m particularly proud of that one.
You’ll notice another thing about many limericks: they feature folks from all over the world, as in this
example from William Cosmo Monkhouse:
There was a young lady of Niger
Who smiled as she rode on a tiger;
They returned from the ride
With the lady inside,
And the smile on the face of the tiger.
Sometimes the special orthography at the end of a line stumped me when I was a kid—until I (belatedly) got
the hang of it.
Consider this specimen (featured in Cerf’s Out on a Limerick), contributed by none other than Mark Twain:
A man hired by John Smith and Co.
Loudly declared that he’d tho.
Men that he saw
Dumping dirt near his door
The drivers, therefore, didn’t do.
(When I see “John Smith and Co.,” my inclination is to read it as “John Smith and koh,” even though I know
that “Co.” is an abbreviation for “company.” When I finally caught on to the fact that “Co.” should be read as
“Company,” “tho.” and “do.” made perfect sense, and the poem was very funny—and clever, as befits Mark
Twain.)
Finally—and this is a challenge that the talented members of the HWA should take up—limericks can be used
to create capsule synopses of plays, books, movies, as these examples from classic horror films illustrate:
DRACULA (1931)
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Needing new blood, old Count Dracula
Traveled to England to snacula
On Lucy and Mina.
He gorged; they grew leana—
His ending was bloody spectacula.
THE MUMMY (1933)
Im-Ho-Tep loved Anck-es-en-Amon
With a love that was, let’s say, “uncommon.”
Three thousand years later,
To reincarnate her,
He tried, but he wasn’t no Brahman.
THE WOLFMAN (1941)
Larry Talbot, an unlucky fella,
Was bit by a werewolf named Bela,
Which caused him to change,
Grow furry with mange
And do things upon which I won’t dwell—unTil he chased Gwen down the lane,
And his dad, with a silver-tipped cane,
Smashed and bashed in his head
’Til this werewolf was dead
And Larry was freed from his pain.
See? Give it a try. Can you encapsulate your novel in a limerick?
Thank you, and good day.
Anthony Ambrogio, anthonyambrogio@sbcglobal.net
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Recently Born of Horrific Minds
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Books Coming Out This Month

Lydia Peever
Fresh flowers follow showers in this wet and mucky month. It might be good to start the season inside with a
pile of books, so here are a few suggestions—poems with art, novels, and collaborations; all round out a
grand month of reading.
New Releases …
Sexy Leper
Chad Stroup
Bizarro Pulp Press/JournalStone
2019-03-22
http://journalstone.com/bookstore/sexy-leper
Kat Dyer attends her best friend’s Halloween party, only to awaken with the strangest hangover ever:
partygoers are transforming into the likenesses of the costumes they wore the night before. Then, a
mysterious force begins to stalk and pick them off one by one.
The Final Days
Terence Hannum
Unnerving
2019-04-01
https://www.unnervingmagazine.com/product-page/pre-order-midnight-snacks-the-final-days-by-terence-hann
um
Taking place during the last week of 1999, The Final Days is a descent into religious fervor, extreme fasting,
gun worship, and terror that will test a daughter and her father’s relationship.
What Sleeps Beneath
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John Quick
Bloodshot Books
2019-03-22
http://bit.ly/WhatSleeps
Sneak into an abandoned insane asylum; find a corpse in the basement with a wooden stake through its
heart and somehow knock it out. This is coming-of-age vampire horror for the 21st century.

Previously Released …
Macabre Forest
Terry Wilson writing as Forest Macleod
Taranis Publishing
2019-03-15
http://www.taranispublishing.com
A collection of poems and drawings.
The Cundy
R.H. Dixon
Corvus Corone Press
2019-03-13
https://rhdixon.com/books
A standalone, coming-of-age tale, set in an ex-mining village in the Northeast of England in the mid-’90s, The
Cundy blends Norse mythology and the occult.
Screechers
Kevin J. Kennedy and Christina Bergling
KJK Publishing
2019-03-06
http://www.kevinjkennedy.co.uk
In the scorched remains, everything struggles to survive. The end of the world produced mutated monsters
beyond imagination. When worlds collide, when man meets monster, who will survive in this new
environment?
The Devil Virus
Chris DiLeo
Bloodshot Books
2019-02-22
https://www.amazon.com/Devil-Virus-Chris-DiLeo-ebook/dp/B07NDS95RH
Religious horror in the vein of The Exorcist. A tale of loss, demonic possession and the lengths a man will go
to in order to save his child.
Into the Ashes
Lee Murray
Severed Press
2019-02-19
https://www.leemurray.info/into-the-ashes
No longer content to rumble in anger, the great mountain warriors of New Zealand’s central plateau, the
Kahui Tupua, are preparing again for battle. At least, that’s how the Maori elders tell it.
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Bleed Away the Sky
Brian Fatah Steele
Bloodshot Books
2019-01-25
http://bit.ly/BleedAway
Horrors from another dimension, a para-military secret society, lunatic cosmic entities, a mutated human
horde, and the last of ancient blood magic.
______________________________
Thank you to all who listed, and please do share these free promotional listings provided to members each
month. Make sure to fill out the New Release Form in the Members Only area of the HWA Web site by the
15th of each month to have your future releases posted in Recently Born of Horrific Minds! I’d love to
include every book, but some were released too long ago to count as “recent,” so they may not be listed here,
but appear on the “Members Books” section of horror.org/newreleases. Forward questions you might have
using the form or regarding your forthcoming release to newreleases@horror.org, and enjoy these fine
reads!
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Brain Matter
By HWAWeb | April 2019

JG Faherty
Two Dead Authors Walk Into A Bar …
Today I have the pleasure of interviewing two of literature’s greatest authors, Edgar Allan Poe and Ernest
Hemingway, who were gracious enough to chat with me (via medium) while attending the annual March
Madness party at Mary and Percy Shelley’s estate. I managed to get the two of them to talk about their
writing strategies with me.
=========================

JGF: Thanks for stopping by, fellows. I’m sure our readers are going to be thrilled with your thoughts on the
writing process.
Edgar A. Poe: It is always of benefit to discourse on the intricacies of the written word. Far too many works
falter in their attempts to achieve greatness.
Ernest Hemingway: Writers need help. Too many words. Need more booze.

JGF: Writers need more booze?
Hemingway: Me. More booze. Hurry with interview. Josephine Baker winked at me.

JGF: Ahem. Okay. Let’s start with something simple. Both of you tended to use an economic style of writing.
Why is that?
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Poe: If any literary work is too long to be read in one sitting, we must be content to dispense with the
immensely important effect derivable from unity of impression. Force the reader to take a break, and “the
affairs of the world interfere” and break the spell.
Hemingway: Boring. Cut words. Use short sentences.
Poe: There is a difference between being economic and being sparse. Words must be chosen to achieve a
desired effect. Set a mood. A reader must still become immersed in the work. And most obviously it would
not apply to a novel-length piece. But for poetry and stories of lesser length, you must protect the reader
from the distractions of other things. Consider this:
“We have a task before us which must be speedily performed. We know that it will be ruinous to make delay.
The most important crisis of our life calls, trumpet-tongued, for immediate energy and action. We glow, we
are consumed with eagerness to commence the work, with the anticipation of whose glorious result our
whole souls are on fire.”
Hemingway: [Laughs] Boring! Listen. Effect comes from story. A good writer omits the things he and reader
both know. If writer writes true from heart, feeling comes through. No need to state things unsaid. Writing
like iceberg. Dignity of movement due to only one-eighth of it being above water. This is good writing:
“How little we know of what there is to know. I wish that I were going to live a long time instead of going to
die today because I have learned much about life in these four days; more, I think than in all other time. I’d
like to be an old man to really know. I wonder if you keep on learning or if there is only a certain amount
each man can understand. I thought I knew so many things that I know nothing of. I wish there was more
time.”

JGF: That’s from For Whom the Bell Tolls, right?
Hemingway: Good memory, you. Hope for you yet.
Poe: I would not publish that in a newspaper. It pulls not on the heartstrings at all.
Hemingway: You are a sad and deluded man.
Poe: And you, sir, are an obnoxious drunk.
Hemingway: Kettle, black.

JGF: Er, let’s move on to the next topic. How does one entice a reader into starting the book or story in the
first place? In today’s times, there is a real emphasis on grabbing the reader immediately, with a strong
opening sentence or paragraph.
Hemingway: Short first paragraph. Always. Readers like fish. Hook them quickly.
“He was an old man who fished alone in a skiff in the Gulf Stream and he had gone eighty-four days now
without taking a fish.”
Short. Makes point. Lets reader know all about story. Creates setting. Perfect.
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Poe: But it has no emotion. Does he care about not catching any fish? Does his belly ache from hunger? Is
his wife harping on him to do better?
Hemingway: No need to say. No fish, no money. No money, no food. No money and food, wife always angry.
Hates sea, hates being fisherman. All obvious. Why write them?
Poe: Because emotion is what draws the reader to the work, makes them part of the story.
“During the whole of a dull, dark, and soundless day in the autumn of the year, when the clouds hung
oppressively low in the heavens, I had been passing alone, on horseback, through a singularly dreary tract of
country; and at length found myself, as the shades of the evening drew on, within view of the melancholy
House of Usher.”
Do you understand? You feel his loneliness, you sympathize with his plight. The reader becomes one with the
protagonist, and thus entranced by the story as it moves from scene to scene.

JGF: The Fall of the House of Usher is one of my favorites, Mr. Poe.
Hemingway: Bah! Too long. Too wordy. Better like this:
“I rode my horse on a dark and rainy autumn day. Alone in the country. When I came upon the House of
Usher, a place as bleak as the day.”
Half the words, same meaning. Better paragraph.
Poe: But what about tone? The tone of the story must be decided ahead of time, and all the words carefully
chosen to create that effect. The job of the writer is to manipulate the reader’s emotions to a desired
outcome. This is what I did with “The Raven;” that poem excited sensitive souls to tears. Each word in that
piece was designed to further the whole.
Hemingway: Words are important. I give you that. But they must be vigorous. Say what is, not what isn’t.
Action. Things that are, not things that are not. “This whiskey is weak!” is a better sentence than “This
whiskey isn’t very strong.” Short. Powerful.
Poe: So, you think sentences and words must be simple? Do you subscribe to the notion that readers are not
intelligent enough to comprehend a more complex and emotional sentence?

JGF: I don’t think that’s what he—
Hemingway: Readers smart. Attention short. Action keeps them interested, not emotion.
“He remembered the time he had hooked one of a pair of marlin. The male fish always let the female fish
feed first and the hooked fish, the female, made a wild, panic-stricken, despairing fight that soon exhausted
her, and all the time the male had stayed with her, crossing the line and circling with her on the surface.”
See? Big words, but always action. Powerful.
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JGF: What about characterization? And theme?
Poe: They are entwined. One cannot exist without the other. The theme sets the tone for the story, and the
characters must match the theme. One cannot have a happy person in a melancholy story. Characters are
the voices of ideas, of themes. For instance, this line: “the lips best suited for such topic are those of a
bereaved lover” is well-suited for a story about someone who has died.
Hemingway: Well, of course theme and characterization are important. On this we agree. Goes back to
words. Choose words that match characters. Angry person, angry words. Even in happy settings. People are
who they are. We live in real world. Happy times, sad times.

JGF: And setting? How important is that?
Hemingway: Very. Start with story, story determines setting. Cannot have war story in field with picnic.
Cannot have love story during fishing trip. Decide story, create setting to match.
Poe: No! The setting comes last. I create the story, the characters, what their actions must be. Then I build
the setting around those, to match.
Hemingway: You are a silly man. And you dress oddly, like undertaker. Very pale. You need sunshine. You
should visit beach.
Poe: And you, sir, are a rude fellow. But I admire your taste in whiskey. Tell me, have you ever tried
absinthe? Or opium?
Hemingway: Whiskey is necessary to write. Does opium help?

JGF: Any last words before you go?
Poe: Follow my seven rules of writing and you will always reach the highest of literary aims.
Hemingway: See? Too long. Four rules. No more. And remember: Write one page of masterpiece and
ninety-nine of crap. Then throw crap away.”

JGF: Well, thank you both for stopping by and—
Hemingway: Mr. Poe, have you met Shirley Jackson? I think you have a lot in common.

{{At this point, the medium woke, her face rather flushed. She would not speak of what she heard after.}}
###
Shameless self-promotion!
My next novel comes out in August (Hellrider), and the print editions (hardcover, trade paperback) are
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available right now at Amazon:
https://www.amazon.com/Hellrider-Fiction-Without-Frontiers-Faherty/dp/1787582620.
When Eddie Ryder is burned alive by fellow members of the Hell Riders motorcycle gang for ratting on them,
he vows revenge with his dying breath. He returns as a ghost, with his custom motorcycle Diablo by his side.
After he finds out he can possess people, he launches a campaign of vengeance that leaves plenty of bodies
in its wake and the police in a state of confusion. Spouting fire and lightning from his fingers and screaming
heavy metal lyrics as he rides the sky above the town of Hell Creek, he brings destruction down on all those
who wronged him, his power growing with every death. Only Eddie’s younger brother, Carson, and the
police chief’s daughter, Ellie, understand what’s really happening, and now they have to stop him before he
destroys the whole town.
“Hellrider is a thunder and muscle hell ride through dangerous territory. Fun, wicked, and unrelenting. A
horror thriller that breaks the rules and the speed limit at the same time.” – Jonathan Maberry, New York
Times bestselling author

And in the meantime, check out all my other titles:
http://tinyurl.com/jgfaherty
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The Grumpy Grammarian
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Anthony Ambrogio
Marge Simon, guest columnist for April issue
After accepting my wee ($$) bribe, Anthony Ambrogio has graciously given his column space to me for this
month. Now as we writers know so well, language has always had unfortunate side effects. Whether
understood or not, it can be insulting, dangerous, misleading or devastating to a person in love or to the
human race. Add the matter of keeping language grammatically correct, and you face a monumental
challenge! We bow to Mr. Ambrogio for his valiant monthly attempts at so doing.
Anthony often starts his columns with something he noticed en route somewhere or perhaps some flaw in
common language usage brought to his immediate attention by an actual event. Thus, in keeping with his
approach, I’m delighted to do the same.
Case in point: I happen to know that our illustrious Editor, Kathy Ptacek, likes chocolate. I was wondering
the impossible—if she decided she needs to cut back, would she say “I need to eat fewer chocolate?” or
would she say “I need to eat less chocolate”?
The answer: In a box of chocolates, the chocolates are countable and you can take one. When you have a
bar of chocolate, the chocolate is uncountable and you can take some.
Ms. Ptacek refused to comment either way.

Less & fewer
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Why is it so easy to confuse less and
fewer? Perhaps because they both
represent the opposite of the comparative
adjective more. Luckily, the conundrum of
less vs. fewer has a solution that is simple
to remember. It involves deducing whether
fewer or less will work as countable or
singular in your intended sentence.

In English, we use the same word, more, for a greater number and a greater amount/quantity. There is little
doubt about when to use more.
Still confused? Let’s say the L.A. chapter is holding an oyster fest. HWA President Lisa Morton has
demanded more oysters. Could you give her more beer to wash them down with? Yes! Beer is both a
countable and an uncountable noun. So let’s try milk.
Oysters is a countable noun; it is possible to count multiple oysters. Milk, on the other hand, is an
uncountable noun; it is a liquid that we measure in terms of volume. Uncountable nouns are always singular.
Therefore, we could say that Lisa would rather have less milk, more beer/beers, and fewer oysters. Of
course, she wouldn’t want to be part of this example in the first place. Neither would I. It’s making me
slightly nauseous.
In closing, I hope you Grammar Enthusiasts will enjoy the following bit of verse by Patti Masterton:

Gestalt
Agitative adjectives,
Adverse adverbs,
Claustrophobic clauses,
Preposterous prepositions.
Monolithic modifiers,
Subversive subjunctive,
Consumptive contractions,
Emphysemic emphatics.
Pernicious passive
Perplexing presents,
Superfluous pluperfects—
Oh, taxing syntax.
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Thank you for this opportunity, Anthony Ambrogio! I’m sure your fans will be happy to have you back again
next month!
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Authors for the April KGB Reading Series
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Ellen Datlow and
Matthew Kressel, hosts of the Fantastic Fiction at KGB Reading Series, present two readers for April.
The first reader is Dale Bailey, the author of eight books, including In the Night Wood, The End of the End
of Everything, and The Subterranean Season. His story, “Death and Suffrage,” was adapted for Showtime’s
MASTERS OF HORROR television series. His short fiction has won the Shirley Jackson Award and the
International Horror Guild Award and has been nominated for the Nebula Award and Bram Stoker Award®.
Arkady Martine will also be reading that night. Arkady is a speculative fiction writer and, as Dr.
AnnaLinden Weller, a historian of the Byzantine Empire and a city planner. Arkady grew up in New York
City and, after some time in Turkey, Canada, and Sweden, lives in Baltimore with her wife, the author Vivian
Shaw. Her debut novel, A Memory Called Empire, has received starred reviews from Kirkus, Publishers
Weekly, and Library Journal, was named a Library Journal Debut of the Month, listed on Publishers Weekly’s
Top 10 Spring Debuts, and has been featured on NPR’s ON THE RECORD and AM 860 Philadelphia’s
FICTIONAL FRONTIERS. Find her at http://www.arkadymartine.net or on Twitter as @ArkadyMartine.
The readings will be held Wednesday, April 17, 7 p.m., at the KGB Bar, 85 East 4th St. (just off 2nd Ave.,
upstairs), New York City. For more information, please go to http://www.kgbfantasticfiction.org. Books will
be available for purchase from Greenlight Bookstore.
Subscribe to the mailing list: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/kgbfantasticfiction/.
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Monstrous Friends Interview
By HWAWeb | April 2019

The Art And
Science Of Short Story Submission (2)
Lawrence Berry
This month, Monstrous Friends interviews Steve Rasnic Tem and Lyn Worthen of Camden Park Press.
Steve speaks from the viewpoint of the writer, while Lyn offers insight into the harried mind of the editor.
As always the responses are surprising, insightful, honest, and provocative.

Grand Master Steve Rasnic Tem has been writing
award-winning fiction for over forty years. His novel, Ubo,
was a finalist for the Bram Stoker Award® in 2018 and one
of the most praised books published by Solaris; it is now
available on Amazon. This past year was one of Steve’s
most productive years with a new young adult novel, The
Mask Shop Of Dr. Blaack, just out from Hex Publications.
To catch up with Steve, go to his Web site at
http://www.m-s-tem.com or follow him on Facebook.

Q: What secrets can you share about submitting stories to anthologies and having the good fortune to see
these tales published?
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A: Rule number one is don’t give them an excuse to reject you before they even read the story. That begins
with the cover letter. Be brief. Don’t try to be clever. Don’t tell them how much they will love it; don’t try to
manipulate them in any way. The simpler the better (unless the guidelines state otherwise). Most of my cover
letters are a simple statement that I would like to submit the attached story to their anthology. If I know the
editor well I might say something personal about the last time I saw them, or point out a story in their last
anthology I liked. But no more than that. If the guidelines ask you to include some information about where
you’ve been published, give a short listing of the most prominent titles, but don’t go overboard. Don’t
mention what professional writers’ organizations you belong to—many editors find that amateurish. Just
remember: a great many writers send cover letters which leave a bad impression because they try so hard to
sell and impress. Don’t be one of those writers.
Speaking of guidelines: read them carefully and follow them. Don’t send a story that isn’t about the
requested theme. Don’t send a story shorter or longer than the length range specified in the guidelines (or
make some excuse as to why you’ve violated those guidelines). Don’t try to sell the editor on buying
something she already stated she doesn’t want.
Use standard manuscript format with normal fonts and font sizes. The only time to vary from this is when the
guidelines tell you to. Even if the guidelines specify an annoyingly different format (and sometimes they do),
still follow those guidelines to the letter. Or don’t submit.

Theme works its way down into the meat and skeleton of a story.
I should note here that when I see guidelines which are unusually long and complicated, which specify an
unusual submission format, and the pay rate is substandard, I consider it a warning sign and I usually don’t
submit there. In my experience it’s often an indication they will be less than professional to deal with.
Grammar, spelling, and punctuation should be near-perfect. With tools like Word’s spelling and grammar
check, SmartEdit, and others, and all the good guides to grammar out there, there’s no reason they shouldn’t
be. Watts’ An American Rhetoric is a good one if you can find a copy. Take off a week or so and study it. It
may seem unfair to judge your creative work by such mundane standards, but remember you’re trying to
create a spell with your fiction—you want your story to quickly absorb the reader. Grammar and spelling
mistakes will kick them out of the spell.
The first line, the first paragraph, the first page, the first scene—these have to be as good as you can make
them. Most editors will decide whether you can write or not based on this brief sampling. If they don’t like
this sampling you’re apt to receive a quick rejection.
So craft an opening that intrigues, which makes the reader want to read on. Starting in the middle of an
action often works, or a paragraph crystalizing the narrator’s central dilemma. If this first page directly
relates to the anthology’s theme that can also be a help. Show, don’t tell. Write an actual scene. Make it
happen on the page. This standard advice is even more important for those first few pages.
Finally, although it’s tempting to revise an existing story to make it fit another anthology’s theme or subject
matter, it often doesn’t work—more often than not the seams will show. There will be obvious
inconsistencies. In effective storytelling, the theme affects the tone, the choice of characters, the
descriptions, the language, the events, everything. Theme works its way down into the meat and skeleton of
a story. So if it’s an important anthology take the time to create something from scratch.
There are exceptions to this, of course. Sometimes you’ve written a story that doesn’t quite work and you
can’t figure out why. Then you read an anthology announcement and realize the anthology’s theme is the
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missing element which will make your story live. It’s a revelation when that happens, but it’s rare.
As for what aspect of an anthology’s theme you should write about, be suspicious of the first idea that pops
into your head. It’s quite possibly the same idea every other writer has when they read those guidelines—the
obvious one. Try to come up with a non-obvious use of the theme, preferably one reflecting your own themes
and obsessions.

Lyn Worthen is a gifted writer and anthologist with the 2017
Reader’s Poll Top 10-voted Mirages and Speculations, and the more
recent A Year of the Monkeys and Sweet Christmas Kisses 5 to her
credit. Her latest release, Quoth the Raven, celebrating the work of
Edgar Allan Poe, is just out from Camden Park Press, where she
serves as managing editor. She is a self-described “caffeine-to-text
conversion unit,” which explains how she gets so much done. Follow
her on Facebook, or visit her Web site,
http://www.camdenparkpress.com.

Q: Lyn, would you share the good, the bad, and the ugly when it comes to editing an anthology and selecting
stories for the collection?
A: The Good: Collecting lots of good stories into one place.
The Bad: The Slush Pile … Need I say more?
The Ugly: The editor is reading to reject.
Authors routinely hear editors say that they’re looking for “new ideas,” “fresh voices,” and such. And that’s
true. But what most of us don’t say in those same conference presentations is that when we dive into the
slush pile, it’s not with the idea of looking for those wonderful needles in the haystack—as much as that goal
is sitting in the back of our mind. The reality is that an editor or slush reader approaches the slush pile with
an aim toward making it smaller.
Is the manuscript single-spaced, and/or in 8 pt font? Great! That’s one I don’t need to read.
Was it submitted in a format other than the type specified in the guidelines? I’m not reading it. Not kidding. I
ask for file formats I can read easily on my tablet during the daily commute or while sitting on the couch with
the cat and a cup of coffee.
Did the author not bother to include their contact information on the manuscript? Bye-bye! (Or, in the case of
situations where blind submissions were required, in which case, including the info would be the
disqualifier.) One submission I received for Quoth the Raven had no contact information on the manuscript,
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and a cover letter that read “Here is my story for your anthology” and a subject line of “my submission.” I’m
not kidding. The E-mail address was one of those generic 546jh3pw@ … E-mail addresses that provided no
information whatsoever, and the manuscript filename was “story_version32.pdf.” As I was receiving stories
for two very distinct anthologies at that time, I had no idea which one they were submitting for. Assuming
the attachment actually was a manuscript and not a virus (it all seemed a little sketchy), for all I know the
story may have been a future award-winner. I’ll never know, because I didn’t open it, didn’t read it, don’t
know who wrote it, and replied to that author with a form rejection letter.
Stories that include themes/topics specifically excluded in the guidelines—or not including key elements that
were listed as necessary—both get the boot as soon as I get far enough into the story to know it’s not what
I’m looking for. I’m currently building a dragon-themed fantasy anthology, so the very fun story that featured
a unicorn as a main character … yeah, I stopped reading it 1/3 of the way in when a fast search revealed that
there wasn’t a dragon in the story. Not because I don’t like unicorns—unicorns—I was looking for unicorns
last year, but that was then … Keep up! We write submission guidelines for a reason.
All of that comes before the basic mechanics of the story. I’ll stop reading a poorly written story somewhere
between the first paragraph and the third page. If I’m bored, don’t believe the situation, don’t find any
redeeming characteristics in the characters, I might skip ahead a couple of pages to see if it was just the lull
before the storm (which I’ll eventually trim or cut), or if they were suggesting a build-up toward significant
character change (which I’ll also eventually trim), but nine times out of ten, I’m not going to finish reading
the story.
And about that “I’ll eventually trim or cut” comment, the more things that need to be “fixed” in the story, the
less I’m likely to finish reading it. There’s just not time. The more submissions I receive, the less time I have
to work with an author to “fix” story issues. If I know you personally, know your skills and writing chops, and
know that you’ll be able to turn around changes to a story quickly, maybe I’ll ask you for revisions and take a
second look at the story – but that’s a big “maybe.” I’m much more likely to send you a nice “thanks for
submitting, try again next time” note and move on.
Why am I reading to reject? There are a few reasons, but I’ll mention two:
First, because I get more stories than I can print. I am a fast reader, and it can still take days to read through
all of the submissions for a single anthology.
Truth. My first pass through the slush pile sorts stories into two piles: “No” and “Maybe.” (Sometimes a story
will get a “Yes” at that stage, but usually even the top contenders get a “Maybe+” because there are so
many other factors besides just “do I like it?” that I have to answer.) That will cut the pile down by at least
half, usually 2/3. And then I’ll start sorting through the “Maybe” stack. And even then, there will be stories I
reject, not because there was anything wrong with them, but because they just don’t fit into the collection
I’m building. It’s sort of like a jigsaw puzzle—it’s not just about the individual pieces, but how they fit into
the overall picture.
Which leads to the second reason an editor reads to reject the one we don’t want to admit: we want stories
that make us read them.
I’ve read a lot of stories. And every time I dip into the slush pile, I really am hoping (in the back of my mind)
that the story I’m reading will catch me and hold me and make me read it all the way to the end, in spite of
all the hurdles I put between slush pile and publication. I want stories that make me forget that I’m an
editor, and turn me into a reader, and make me want to share that story with other readers. And the only
way I can find that story is to get through the ones that don’t capture my attention as quickly as possible.
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But here’s the thing. If you send me a great story, one that pulls me into your world, makes me laugh with
and cry for and cheer your characters on through their adventures and exploits; a story that carries me all
the way to the end … and then you botch the ending—or, worse, don’t even bother to provide one, but just
stop writing because you’ve hit the upper limit of the allowed word count—guess what? I’m going to be
pissed, and I’m going to reject you, too.
Because, like I’ve been saying all along, I’m reading to reject.
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Grave Fascination
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Loren Rhoads

St. Louis Cemetery No. 1
New Orleans, Louisiana – May 2009
Rena Mason
Switching columns was such a hit last year, the newsletter team leader Kathy Ptacek decided we should do it
again. Last time I wrote about the Cemetery On the Hill in Romania, so for this year’s column switch I’m
writing about the first cemetery I’d ever visited on purpose—St. Louis Cemetery No. 1 in New Orleans— also
famous for being one of the most haunted cemeteries in the U.S.
St. Louis Cemetery No. 1 replaced the former St. Peter Cemetery after a city fire in 1789. There is no date
listed for when the St. Peter Cemetery was established, but it had to be when Europeans started settling the
area. It’s also a very crowded cemetery with thousands of people buried in just one square block, layered one
on top of the other until the above-ground mausoleums were erected.
I was very fortunate to visit the cemetery in 2009, because in March of 2015 the Roman Catholic Diocese of
New Orleans closed it to the public after incidents of vandalism. You may still visit the cemetery with
licensed tour companies that are allowed access but must pay fees.
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In May of 2009 I’d gone to New Orleans to meet up with a childhood friend and neighbor who I hadn’t seen
in thirty years. She was visiting the city with a writer friend of hers who was a guest at the annual Saints &
Sinners Literary Festival (AKA SASFest). At the time, I’d only just started writing my very first novel, so I
thought it would be the perfect place to visit my friend and check out a writing community. It was one of the
best decisions I’ve ever made.
First, I must thank the staff and guests at SASFest for their warm welcome. I felt like I’d been a writer for
years. I’ve yet to meet a friendlier group of authors. I did my first reading there, my first pitch there (off-thecuff), and just so many firsts, it was a wonderful experience. Plus, I got to hang out with my friend, and it
was like we’d kept in touch all those years. Except she’s not a writer, preferring instead to be a tourist. So,
after doing some research, I thought we should check out the place where the tomb of famous Voodoo
priestess Marie Laveau was. Especially since I’d decided that I mainly wanted to write in the horror genre.
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We set off walking down Bourbon St. from The Bourbon Orleans hotel after breakfast and couldn’t have
asked for a nicer day. The sun was shining, and the sky was a brilliant blue. The distance from the hotel to
the cemetery is a half mile, but we walked and talked and got sidetracked. We ended up having to stop and
ask a policeman for directions. As we trekked onward, the temperature rose. The breezes flowing down the
cross streets were blessings by the time we finally got to the cemetery.
Once inside, as we walked among the taller mausoleums, no semblance of a breeze reached us, and we grew
even hotter. In between fanning ourselves with our hands, we took a few pictures. While photographing one
of the gravesites that looked interesting to me—it had an open gate that hung crooked—a man approached
us from what seemed like “out of nowhere” and asked us if we’d been to the cemetery before. We told him
that we hadn’t, and he proceeded to tell me that the mausoleum I was taking a picture of was one that had
influenced Anne Rice when she wrote the vampire character Lestat. We had no idea if he was telling the
truth or not, but we still found it interesting. We then moved on to check out another grave, and the man
followed us. It creeped us out a little, but he was very friendly and there were two of us, so we let our
awkward feelings about him go.
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The grave we’d moved on to had a lot of gifts in front of it and white marks on its sides of the letter X. He
informed us that many tourists think it’s Marie Laveau’s grave, but it is not. It is the mausoleum of a
prominent government figure in New Orleans who was a relative of Marie Laveau. He then took us to where
Marie Laveau’s true (unmarked with a name) resting place stood. My friend and I then made our wishes and
X marks. (I will note that all three of the wishes I’d made that day have since come true.) We thanked our
impromptu tour guide for his time, and I offered him some money. He refused to take it, which I thought was
strange since there are many buskers along Bourbon St. who make their living from it. But we were done, so
my friend and I rushed from the cemetery, sweltering and thought no more of our experience there as we
stopped into the visitor’s center to cool off in the air-conditioning.
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It is only now I can recall while writing this that everything about the visit to the St. Louis Cemetery No. 1
was strange. The reasons are so many when I think about it. I couldn’t describe what the man looked like
who approached us in the cemetery even the day after we’d visited the place. I couldn’t tell you what he was
wearing that day or what color anything he wore was, but I do remember wondering why he wasn’t sweating
like us in his long pants and long-sleeved shirt. As often as I go through my pictures—and I am certain I
photographed the crooked gate mausoleum (the surname on it began with a V)—I haven’t been able to find
the image anywhere in my files and often wonder if I’d ever taken the photo at all. Then there was his not
accepting the tip I’d offered. He spoke with a strong southern accent but his words were clear, and he was
very articulate. I know he told us his name, but I know I’ll never remember it.
It wasn’t until doing the research for this article that I read the St. Louis Cemetery No. 1 is one of the most
haunted cemeteries in the country. I’ve always considered myself a skeptic, so I will explain away all the
oddities about the visit citing heat exhaustion, but it will be an experience I will always remember in some
part.
I’ll be returning to New Orleans for SASFest at the end of March. It will be my first time back since the HWA
hosted the World Horror Convention there in 2013.
For more information about visiting the St. Louis Cemetery No. 1 and other things to do in the city, visit
https://www.neworleans.com/listing/st-louis-cemetery-no-1/32159/.
Other sites that host St. Louis Cemetery No. 1 tours are Expedia, Trip Advisor, and Viator, just to name a
few.
For more information about the annual Saints & Sinners Literary Festival, visit http://sasfest.org/.
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Haunted Travels
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Rena Mason
[This month’s column is penned by Loren Rhoads, our “Grave Fascination” columnist.]

Dining in the Dark
Loren Rhoads
A couple of years ago, I hit upon the perfect way to celebrate my birthday. A restaurant opened in San
Francisco that was completely dark inside. Food was served—and eaten—in total darkness. When I told my
friends about the Opaque restaurant, the general reaction was “Why would you want to do that?”
In fact, the closer my birthday got, the more I wanted to go. I made a reservation, then I told my husband,
Mason. I gave him the out that if he didn’t want to go, I would try to find another date. I just couldn’t
imagine going alone. Luckily, Mason was ready for the adventure.
He met me at the restaurant on the edge of San Francisco’s Western Addition. Both of us wanted to wash up
before dinner, so the hostess directed us into an adjacent restaurant to use their facilities. That solved my
worry about using a public restroom in the dark. I washed my hands really well in case I needed to resort to
eating with my fingers.
We checked back in with the hostess in the doorway at Opaque. She gave us menus and sent us down a
staircase to a narrow hallway full of upholstered benches. She followed a few minutes later to take our
orders and ask if we had any food allergies. I’m allergic to shellfish, which I wouldn’t be able to see to avoid
in the dark. She promised that it wouldn’t be a problem.
Opaque’s menu was limited to three simple courses. You could choose an appetizer, a main dish, and a
dessert—or you could ask them to surprise you. I wasn’t ready for that level of risk, but I did commit myself
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to the mystery dessert.
Our waitress arrived to take us to our table. Like all the servers at Opaque, she was legally blind. She turned
away from us, then asked me to place my hands on her shoulders. Mason put his hands on my shoulders,
kind of like a conga line. Then the waitress led us through some twists and turns away from the lighted
hallway into the dark.
I’m not afraid of the dark, but I don’t like small places. This total blackness felt claustrophobic to me. While
other restaurants might blindfold you to give you the experience of eating while blind, Opaque stressed that
their restaurant was entirely dark.
I’d wondered how they accomplished that. Obviously, the lights would be off. Were the windows painted
over? Were the tables curtained off? Surely, there must be a lighted Exit sign, at least? The answer was the
one I didn’t consider: Opaque was located in a basement. In Earthquake Country. With no Exit signs. In utter
blackness.
After Mason and I had been seated, I fought down a panic attack. If I hadn’t wanted the experience so much,
I might have fled. At least I had a wall at my back—behind a cushion—and another wall along my left arm.
Rather than feeling wedged in, I felt oriented. Nothing was going to creep up on me. Mason sat beside me to
guard my right side.
The table had been set before we arrived. I ran my fingertips over the silverware. Mason was instructed to
meet the server at the edge of the table where she would pass him the food and clear away our dishes.
She brought an amuse bouche to get things started. We were supposed to guess what it was. We found it
easy to recognize salmon with a drop of wasabi on a slice of cucumber.
After that, I had a mixed green salad with warm goat cheese, candied walnuts, and grapes. In the outside
world, I don’t like grapes. I don’t like anything with a skin you bite through, especially if it’s squishy inside.
In the dark, unable to eat around them, I really enjoyed tasting grapes for the first time in my life. Their
flavor blended beautifully with the slightly salty cheese and the sweet, crunchy walnuts. I think I polished off
every bite of salad.
I found it surprisingly easy to use a fork without seeing what I was doing. If you think about it, your hand
knows how to feed you. Unless you eat in front of a mirror, you never see how your hand moves or where
exactly your mouth is. Your body learned what to do when you were very young.
The only part of the meal that made me uncomfortable was when I misplaced my fork. Instead of putting it
down on the right-hand side of my plate, I set the fork down along the top. I thought I’d need to admit to the
server that I’d lost it on the table, but my frantic fingers finally bumped into it.
Flavors seemed brighter in the dark. My nose isn’t very sensitive, but I could practically see the colors of
flavors as we explored a mystery plate of crudités. The lemon aioli was bright yellow, probably brighter than
if I had been able to see it. The sun-dried tomato dip tasted orangish pink. The hummus felt toasty brown.
We gobbled up the slices of bell peppers and carrots. The server complimented us on recognizing so many of
the flavors.
Mason said his eyes eventually adjusted. He could see shadows. The only thing different when my eyes
“adjusted” was that I finally stopped seeing lights shooting all around the room. I never really saw anything
beyond black.
I hadn’t realized how much of a meal is visual to me. I’ve never paid much attention to presentation, but I
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usually start eating any restaurant meal by cutting it in half. I eat only up to the dividing line, instead of
waiting to be sated, which I always notice too late. In Opaque, without the visual marker that I’d finished my
allotted portion, I kept eating my salmon entrée for the sheer sensuous pleasure of it. I never knew if I’d get
a bite of white beans or sweet potato or the salmon with its perfect crust. Each forkful was a wonderful
surprise.
While I didn’t actually need my mystery dessert, I wasn’t ready for the experience to be over. I figured I’d eat
a few experimental bites, then push it aside. Instead, the first bite gave me shivers of pleasure. Vanilla ice
cream, drizzled with warm caramel sauce, melted atop hot apple crumble. It was exactly the dessert I would
have ordered, if it had been on the menu. In the end, I forced myself to push it away unfinished.
The whole experience was much more fun—and so much less frightening—than I expected. Our daughter
would have liked to go back with us, but Opaque didn’t offer a kids’ menu and—although Sorrell is generally
adventurous—you ate what you got because you couldn’t see to do anything else. That in itself was a
valuable lesson.
I didn’t miss the birthday candle and cake, but our server brought me a card with a birthday message spelled
out in Braille. When Mason and I returned to the entrance to settle our bill, I blinked in the lights, relieved
and grateful for the ability to see.
***
While there were once Opaques in San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Diego, New York City, and Dallas, only
the Santa Monica restaurant still appears to be open: https://darkdining.com/.
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Watchung’s Horror Watch
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Interpreted By
Naching T. Kassa
and Completely Mangled by Kathryn Ptacek
Yup, Naching and I traded places. Well, columns, that is. She’s writing the editorial, and I’m conjuring up
Watchung’s column. It’s all part of the annual April issue silliness of switching columns. April Fools! Get it?
Well, perhaps not. Watchung should be doing his own column, but he is off traipsing the country looking for
a few honest cucurbits. Plus, he is still hawking his movie, PUMPKINS FROM PLANET P 2, at various divey
and divers theatres (not to be confused with drive-in theatres), and I think he’s having a tad too much fun
with all that flogging.
Anyway, everyone take a deep, deep breath … here goes! And just remember: Next month Naching and
Watchung will be restored to their rightful places here, and we will all sigh deeply with relief! And they can
put in all the great information that I didn’t find! And I solemnly promise not to fill this column with
boatloads of ellipses. It was hard … very hard … very very hard ….

COMING ATTRACTIONS
ANNABELLE COMES HOME on June 28. And here I haven’t even vacuumed yet! I had better get going,
because I haven’t seen the first two films in the series. This is the third movie starring Vera Farmiga and
Patrick Wilson as supernatural investigators, who need to do a bit of housekeeping in their own home,
especially when it comes to dolls. Watch the trailer here:
https://ew.com/movies/2019/03/15/annabelle-3-title-annabelle-comes-home/.
Also, in the spooky-doll dept., Hollywood has remade CHILD’S PLAY, the first movie with Chuckie the
whacked-out killer doll. Here’s the trailer:
https://ew.com/trailers/2019/02/08/childs-play-trailer-remake-chucky/. Oh, goodie … yet another remake of a
movie only a few decades old. No need to check out all the new books and stories that have been published
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since 1988 when the first movie in this series came out. Nope. CHILD’S PLAY the new will be helmed by
Lars Klevberg and stars a lot of actors whose names I (sadly) don’t recognize except for Tim Matheson.
Here’s another movie trailer, this one for I TRAPPED THE DEVIL, and I sure hope no spooky/killer dolls are
involved: https://ew.com/movies/2019/02/05/i-trapped-the-devil-chris-sullivan/. The movie comes out in April
and is directed by Josh Lobo and stars Chris Sullivan (THIS IS US). I believe a basement figures largely in
this one, and we all know how spooky those places are. Well, mine is! Did I ever tell you about the dried-out
centipede husks dangling from spiderwebs down there? No, I guess not.
Also, coming in April: PET SEMATARY. Again. Yes. The movie, based on Stephen King‘s novel, is a remake
directed by Kevin Kölsch and Dennis Widmyer, scripted by Jeff Buhler, with Jason Clarke and John
Lithgow.
Here’s something that was shown at the recent SXSW 2019: EXTRA ORDINARY, the debut by Irish directors
Mike Ahern and Enda Loughman. Follow the link to the trailer to this supernatural comedy:
https://www.indiewire.com/2019/03/sxsw-best-films-tv-2019-booksmart-beach-bum-1202051505/.
THE CURSE OF LA LLORONA is another film that debuted at SXSW 2019. La Llorona is also known as the
Weeping Woman (the ghost of a woman who drowned her children), and it’s a tale we often heard when I
lived in New Mexico. The movie opens in Mexico of the late 1600s, then springs forward in time to Los
Angeles in 1973. One site I checked questioned why the movie was set then. Well, perhaps because the
1970s were a tad more interesting than some of the more recent years? Or perhaps it was done because the
director and writer wanted something different, something that stood out from the other cookie-cutter
movies (suburbia, suburbia, suburbia!). This is another directorial debut, this time for Michael Chaves, and
stars Linda Cardellini and Patricia Velasquez. And, apparently, the movie is part of THE CONJURING
universe. Who knew? I saw this on two different sites, so it MUST be official, right?

And as Naching and Watchung always post at the end of each column: First, no entertainment, not even the
video games, could exist without writers. And, second, if there’s horror news out there, Watchung is
watching!
It’s true. Future film folks … please think beyond the remakes. Take some of the new stuff; look at the books
and stories and plays and whatnots coming out now or in the last year or the last decade or two. And please
… let’s give sequels a pass for a while.

Special thanks to the following Web sites (and I would also like to thank the Academy …): indiewire.com,
screenrant.com/, ew.com, dailydead.com/, bloody-disgusting.com/, variety.com, www.cinemablend.com/.
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Frightful Fun
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Donna K. Fitch
Fury of Dracula (3rd/4th edition). 2-5 players. 120-180 min. playing time. Age 14+. Third edition published
by Fantasy Flight Games, fourth edition by WizKids.
Yes, horror-themed board games that are not Lovecraft-inspired
do exist! Today we will explore Fury of Dracula, a game of
vampire hunters versus the Prince of Darkness himself, Dracula.
Players take the
roles of Bram
Stoker’s vampire
hunters—Van
Helsing, Lord
Godalming, Dr.
John Seward,
Mina Harker. But
there’s a twist:
one player
assumes the role
of Count Dracula. Lord Godalming with weapons and ticket counter
from GenCon 2015. Photo credit: Shrieking Emu
Game box, Fury of Dracula. Photo credit: W. Eric The rounds are
divided into day
Martin
and night phases.
Hunters may act
in both day and
night, moving
from city to city
throughout 1898
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Europe via roads
and railroads, and
supplying
themselves with
garlic, stakes, and
other implements
of vampire
destruction.
Dracula, as expected, may only move during the night phase, but his actions are in secret, restricted to
roads. This secrecy is accomplished by an event track that moves as play continues. When the cards have
reached the end of the track, if the heroes have not located him by that time, Dracula emerges and wreaks
havoc. Along the way, he can put out rumors via particular cards and advance the influence track to foil the
efforts of the heroes. The hunters must work together and use their deductive abilities to locate the vampire
before he achieves mastery.

Dracula card from GenCon 2015. Photo credit:
Shrieking Emu

When the hunters encounter a new vampire, or even Dracula himself, combat ensues! Players must be clever
to avoid the dangers the vampire can throw at them. Dracula has bodyguards and supernatural powers with
which to attack without putting himself in danger.
The third edition of Fury of Dracula emerged with new graphics, and they beautifully complement the
atmosphere of the game. Chris Beck and Samuel Shimota are credited with the artwork. Earlier editions
of the game were designed by Stephen Hand, while the third and fourth editions are credited to Frank
Brooks and Kevin Wilson.
If you want to see a very fun gameplay, check out TableTop on the Geek and Sundry YouTube channel. Wil
Wheaton, Grant Imahara, Amy Okuda, and Ify Nwadiwe play Fury of Dracula in a two-part episode full of
laughs and exciting play.
For a challenging evening of Stoker-related fun, play Fury of Dracula. Win or lose, you’ll enjoy the
experience.
###
In this column, I bring you reviews of horror board and roleplaying games, as well as interviews with writers
and creators of such games. Please feel free to ask questions or give me suggestions of games I should
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review or writers you’d like to see interviewed. Contact me at HorrorGamerDonnaEldritch@gmail.com.

Donna K. Fitch, MLS, is a long-time HWA affiliate member, Silver Hammer Award-winner, and HWA
Newsletter Web Designer. She is the author of Second Death, The Source of Lightning, and The Color of
Darkness and Other Stories. In addition to novels and short stories, Donna wrote a now-out-of-print RPG
supplement on using cemeteries in d20 games, a gaming supplement called Sahasra: Land of 1,000 Cities
based on a fantasy India, and a chapter of Scott Carter’s Imperial Age: Faeries. A former librarian, Donna
works as a Web designer in the marketing division of Samford University. She and her husband and two
black-and-white cats live in a suburb of Birmingham, Alabama.
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Voices {From the North}
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Michael Kamp

Fastelavn
So going through Nordic Christmas traditions last time, let’s take a look at the Danish version of
Halloween—Fastelavn.
These days fastelavn is getting overshadowed by Halloween, and it is currently a dying tradition. Kids used
to go out to “rasle,” which is like trick or treating except you were supposed to give them a little money
instead of candy. It’s been years since anyone has come by at fastelavn here.
The modern day variant is strictly for children. They dress up in colourful costumes and in schools and
institutions they are “striking the cat from the barrel.” A wooden barrel is filled with candy—like a hardwood
piñata—and the kids line up to take turns whacking it with a bat.

The first kid to smash the barrel to the point it spills candy is crowned “Cat-Queen” and whoever destroys
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the last piece of wood to dangle from the string is crowned “Cat-King.”
The barrel is often adorned by cartoon cats.
These days it is a feast for kids, but it used to be an adult thing, and much, much more sinister.

Fastelavn is named after the fast. It is supposed to be the last celebration before the 40-day fast preceding
Easter. As the last chance to party it was notoriously wild beforehand.
Like the carnival in Italy and other southern nations it was a day where the rules do not apply. Everyone
would dress up, and since you couldn’t tell royalty from beggar behind the costumes, this one day you had
the chance to reverse roles for a little while.
As with so many Danish traditions, the protestant church did not like this at all and tried to outlaw fastelavn
several times, but the people were not receptive to their demands.
They regarded the turbulent celebrations as a pagan leftover and feared civil unrest and rebellion around the
celebration, particularly in times of famine and poverty. Not totally without reason, either.

The celebration gave people a taste of freedom and the masks prevented the identification of anyone getting
a little too carried away. Scores could be settled.
As with all Nordic traditions there was a tendency for fastelavn to evolve into drunken debauchery and so
there had to be rules to guide people.
Enter the fastelavnsris. These are branches of birch decorated with colourful bands and these days filled
with candy.
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Earlier, there was no candy and you were supposed to wake your parents by hitting them (gently) with the
birch branches—something that should make them fertile and “youthful.”
In even earlier times the young men would run around and whip whichever young woman they fancied with
the fastelavnsris, and, if she liked it, they would venture out into the fields to be “fertile.” The church looked
the other way.

There were huge regional differences in how we celebrated fastalavn, and there still are. Some places have
people riding horses during the festivities, and others have elaborate rules for how long you kept on the
masks.
Sadly, it was not a good time to be a cat.
In the old days, a live cat was placed into the barrel and once the barrel broke, the cat would be beaten to
death. Black cats were considered bad omens, and it was believed that a city could prevent outbreaks of the
plague if they sacrificed a black cat.
This tradition was ended in 1830 in Denmark, but we kept the barrel and just changed the meaning of it all.
Fastelavn, or carnival as it was called in the south, was celebrated across Europe, and the Portuguese
brought it to Brazil where it grew into the huge thing it is today. Interestingly, the U.S. tradition of Mardi
Gras is a distant offshoot of the European carnival.
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Forbidden Words (And When to Use Them)
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Slang Part
Two
Lawrence Berry

In three words I can sum up everything I’ve learned about life. It goes on.
— Robert Frost

Codswallop
“Codswallop” is defined as nonsense or drivel. Its first use is shown in a radio script for the show “Hancock’s
Half Hour,” although it seems unlikely that it swept into common use from these fragile underpinnings. Its
creation may come from inventor Hiram Codd, who invented a bottle that would hold fizzy drinks, but
lexicographers are divided on Hiram being the source for half the word. The term “wallop” was used in the
1920s in reference to beer, but its popularity was short-lived and, again, it is hard to see this splashy noun as
giving birth to “codswallop.” In some manner that defies modern word sleuths, “codswallop” entered the
lexicon and has stayed in use despite its imprecision. Personally, I believe it to be an invented word that
gained a homely popularity and became part of our language because it serves a rare and unique purpose for
a certain kind of vocabulary.
The same may be said about a number of words currently in play in the realm of slang. They may have a long
life and see much use simply because they express a truth perhaps a little better than any other word in the
dictionary. The current generation shows a clear preference for abbreviated terms and creations designed to
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convey meaning while cloaked in secrecy. If you are trendy and in the know, they make sense. If not, they
bewilder, which is a very real part of their intended use.
For Part 2 in our exploration of colloquial terms, we’ll again compare words of new origin with those of
lasting endurance.

New
Canceled: blocked on social media.
Finna: about to do something, nonspecific in use.
Fleeky: amazing or great.
Juice: credibility and presence. Alternate use: alcohol or drugs.
KRS/KYS: kill myself, kill yourself, in both cases use is meant to be sarcastic and flippant.
Lean: An intoxicant used by teenagers composed of soda and cough syrup.

Current And Former
Kook (1961): a novice surfer, adapted from common use to describe a “crazy person.”
Gremlin (1961): someone who frequents surf beaches causing trouble, but does not surf. From historic use
as a sprite that causes mechanical problems and acts of mischief.
Swingster (1937): a musician who mixes jazz with swing music. Current: someone who follows party trends.
Groove (1968): To play rock or jazz music with style and excellence. Current: to enjoy oneself with natural
ease.

New
Ratchet: loud and obnoxious.
Clout chaser: a person who tries to latch onto more popular people to become more popular personally.
Thicc: a person endowed with physical beauty, curvaceous.
Tea: gossip.
V: very.
TBH: To be honest.
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Immortal Words
The word “heyday” has endured since the 16th century. Originally, it meant expressing a strong, positive
emotion such as joy. By the 17th century, it had become more specific: a state of high spirits or passion. In
the mid-18th century, it gained its current meaning—a period in which a person or thing has their greatest
success. Words often change in meaning because they begin to become more significant in an increasingly
narrow way. In this case experiencing joy became existing in a sustained state of joy. Slang may also change
because the word itself signifies something other than the meaning in use. In this case, “day” may have
caused the ear to perceive a day of transcendent joy, a short period of time that represents the best in a
person’s life. The ears hear and the mind uses, and meaning shifts with effortless ease.

Attribution: Oxford Dictionary of Word Origins, Oxford Dictionary of Slang, Jennifer Jolly, contributor to
USA Today.
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Dead Air: HALLOWEEN (1978) / (2018)
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Terence Hannum

Before we know the film we are watching, we hear the film we are about to see. The opening of John
Carpenter’s HALLOWEEN (1978) begins in darkness and then the frantic, and now famous, theme begins
before cutting to the slow zoom in on a hastily chopped jack-o-lantern. A single candle glows eerily as the
credits loom. It’s a fairly ominous affair. For here we are introduced to Michael Myers and the gruesome
fratricide of his sister … shockingly shot from within the mask transforming the passive audience into a
killer. This is the opening, before he sets out on his evil quest for revenge. We understand the tone. We
understand fear.
HALLOWEEN recently generated a successful sequel (2018). There are obvious parallels within both movies,
between characters and their development (or inability to develop) and even between the soundtracks now
spaced forty years apart. I believe it is something incredibly special. Not only did John Carpenter generate
one of the most iconic horror film scores since his idol Bernard Herrmann for PSYCHO (1960), but four
decades later, he was able to develop and build on that same iconic score which captivates with new twists.
Main Theme (1978): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_tGvktfjjk
HALLOWEEN (2018) begins with a similar start from HALLOWEEN (1978), the candle-lit pumpkin in the
dark, only this time it is completely rotten and through reversing the film the pumpkin comes back to life.
This reverse rebirth is a clever gesture to rebuild the franchise after its hijacking by Rob Zombie and even
the later series HALLOWEEN IV: THE RETURN OF MICHAEL MYERS (1988) and HALLOWEEN V: THE
REVENGE OF MICHAEL MYERS (1989) and their mundane recycling of plot lines. Or even the strange, but
somehow endearing HALLOWEEN III: THE SEASON OF THE WITCH (1982), where Michael Myers was
nowhere to be found, either seeking his revenge or his return.
The film is set to the 5/4 rhythm of the original theme, John Carpenter, joined by his son Cody Carpenter
and musician Daniel Davies, revamp the theme with a bit heavier synthesizers and robust electronic drum
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beats that populate their tense score.
Opening Credits (2018): https://vimeo.com/296932867
In 1978, Carpenter was in a budget and time crunch, having only two weeks to quickly assemble a
soundtrack for his film. HALLOWEEN (1978), originally titled THE BABYSITTER MURDERS, was screening,
and it was not scary. So, after a name change to enhance its ability to scare, the soundtrack had to be
considered as a way to build and release tension.
In HALLOWEEN (1978), the plot is incredibly simple: a young boy possessed by evil murders his sister, is put
away for many years, and then escapes to return to Haddonfield, IL to execute a few babysitters who remind
him of his dead sister. He also manages to kill dogs and boyfriends while being hunted by his gun-packing
caseworker, Dr. Loomis (played by horror veteran Donald Pleasance). Upon screening a rough cut, before
the music was added, Carpenter was told it wasn’t scary, and he decided to “save it with music.” This was
after his confidence was boosted with the success of ASSAULT ON PRECINCT 13 (1976). The soundtrack
resolves the issues for the scares by providing a haunting theme for the opening and end titles, for Laurie
Strode (Jamie Lee Curtis), for the villain Michael Myers (Nick Castle), for the jump scares, and other
incidental cues. The same film executive who said the film wasn’t scary complimented the film on the first
viewing with the new score. It would not be the same film without the soundtrack.
HALLOWEEN (1978) was a massive success inspiring genre tropes and multiple imitators: FRIDAY THE
13TH (1980), THE DORM THAT DRIPPED BLOOD (1982), A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET (1984), THE
MUTILATOR (1985), THE BURNING (1981), and many more. It spawned multiple sequels and remakes with
varying levels of success before the concept of the rebooted sequel took root. Carpenter was involved in the
soundtracks of HALLOWEEN II(1981) and the Michael Myers-less HALLOWEEN III: THE SEASON OF THE
WITCH(1982) with his musical collaborator Alan Howarth. Howarth cannot be overlooked here, for his
early assistance with the synthesizers; he then went on to do the soundtracks for the following two sequels
HALLOWEEN IV: THE RETURN OF MICHAEL MYERS (1988) and HALLOWEEN V: THE REVENGE OF
MICHAEL MYERS (1989). The synthesizer performed much in the way of an orchestra on a tight budget, but
required more technical expertise. HALLOWEEN (1978) isn’t known for its epic synthesizers; however, it is
the discordant piano that has made its mark in the annals of horror soundtracks. Carpenter admitted that
they composed blindly and then assembled later.
HALLOWEEN (2018) is an almost mirror of the original as far as its plot. Michael Myers escapes, returns to
Haddonfield; however, in this film he meets a Laurie Strode (Jamie Lee Curtis) who has prepared her entire
adult life for his return. Likewise, the soundtrack is entirely different, owing more to the synthesizer work of
HALLOWEEN II and III but with an updated industrial palette: droning synthesizers, discordant arpeggios,
and overall creepiness. The soundtrack facilitates what I would argue is an even better script, with much
clearer motives and understanding. HALLOWEEN (2018) arrived at the right time—addressing how trauma
never goes away, and, in the era of #metoo, it provided a cathartic moment for much of its audience by
showing a strong female protagonist and her ability to be prepared and strong in the face of evil. In fact,
Curtis said in an interview that, to her, HALLOWEEN (2018) is the film of the woman at the end of
HALLOWEEN (1978) who shouts at the children to go and get help and who has lived a life aware that she
would have to call upon that strength again.
Both movies bookend a strange meandering franchise. They are clearly the superior two films of all the
sequels and remakes, and the soundtracks are entirely singular in their work on their own. Certainly, the
more recent soundtrack refers to the original, but, like the first one, it stands on its own. There is another
non-synthesizer or piano sound, though, that still chills the spine. In the final moments of HALLOWEEN
(1978) after Michael Meyer’s has vanished after his fall, the scenes cut not to a larger resolution but to
domestic interior spaces cast in blank nighttime shadows. Over it, Carpenter has the heavy breathing from
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within the mask take over the soundtrack in a horrifying montage of potential suburban violence before we
hear the end theme and credits.

Terence Hannum is a Baltimore, MD-based artist, musician, and
writer. His novella, Beneath the Remains, was published by
Anathemata Editions; his novella, All Internal, was published in
2018 by Dynatox Ministries; and his novelette, The Final Days, was
published this year by Unnerving. His short stories have appeared
in Burrow Press, Terraform, Queen Mob’s Tea House, Lamplight,
Turn to Ash, SickLit, and the SciPhi Journal.
http://www.terencehannum.com
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It’s a Strange, Strange World
By HWAWeb | April 2019

JG Faherty

Inspiration and Ideas: A Treatise on Writing
{{Editor’s Note: This transcription arrived through a medium who hinted that Mr. Lovecraft might have
been a wee bit in his cups. There was a gathering in Mary Shelley’s parlor earlier, and, well …}}

JG Faherty: Mr. Lovecraft, thank you for taking the time to speak with me. You may not realize it, but in
2019 you still have a lot of fans, and your writing has become an actual subgenre all its own.
HP Lovecraft: Well, it is both curious and appealing to discover that which you speak of.
JGF: So, tell me. Where did you come up with the idea of Cthulhu?
HPL: The ominous beast came to me in a most horrid dream, one in which a man calls upon the curator of a
museum and requests that he take possession of a bas-relief. The curator bids him to present the sculpture,
thinking it most obviously an instance of trickery. Instead, he finds himself confronted by a thing of
unmistakable antiquity, a carving of such monstrous features that the very eye fears to gaze upon it. In my
dream, which was as real to me as any daily event, this creature was both sea creature and bat, and most
hideous of nature.
JGF: In what ways were you influenced by earlier writers who penned tales of alien places and creatures,
such as Lord Dunsany and Guy de Maupassant? They spoke of strange entities from the stars, ancient
ruins that held great mysteries, and giants living beneath the earth, just waiting to be woken by
unsuspecting humans.
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HPL: Influenced? I would not use such a strict term; it implies a note of plagiarism. Rather, men of high
intelligence will often imagine things beyond the musings of the common people. And what is more
imaginative than the idea of beings more powerful than ourselves. Beings of such evil, such utter contempt
of lower life forms, that we are less than ants to them. For this is the true terror that lies within the souls of
mankind; not fighting amongst ourselves, but rather facing an all-powerful god from another realm. A demon
who might well be a god.
JGF: But in your story, “The Call of Cthulhu,” don’t you reference a specific scene from Dunsay’s “The Gods
of the Mountain,” where you speak of a mountain that walks?
HPL: What, and Dunsay was the first to conceive the horror of a walking mountain? Did not Atlas himself
turn to stone when faced with the Gorgon? Next you will say that I misappropriated the idea of a sleeping
god as well.
JGF: Well, yes, about that … Didn’t Dunsay also—
HPL: Dunsay again? Suddenly he is the king of the eldritch tale? People have written of gods and demons
and star creatures since before the bible. But who among them created the Elder Gods as a basis for such a
wide variety of works?
JGF: Well, actually, wasn’t that August Derleth?
{{Pause … the sound of a throat clearing}}
HPL: {{sighs}}. You appear to be an intelligent young man, although I cannot see you. Let us cut to the
chase. It is obvious that I read Dunsay, de Maupassant, Derleth, and all the others you no doubt intend to
insert into this conversation. A good writer reads often and widely. Just as I shared my ideas with Clark
Smith, Bob Howard, Fritz Leiber, and others. We take what we know and we expand upon it. Dunsay
writes of star creatures, and I then dream of a particular beast, one with the tentacles of a giant squid and
the wings of a bat. You should not be focusing on the similarities, but rather the differences, the expansions,
and growth of themes.
JGF: Such as?
HPL: The fear of the unknown. At its heart, that is the foundation of horror. Sleeping gods, creatures from
beyond our realm, monstrous beings so repellent in nature that to look upon them brings about insanity.
JGF: Insanity is a frequent element of your stories. Was that something you experienced in your own life?
Some event, or illness, such as a fever?
HPL: More than one editor accused me of such, but it was not an incident so much as a fear. The loss of
rational thought, the descent into madness, what worse sickness could I imagine? I, a sensible man of ideas,
suddenly lost in a maelstrom of mental chaos for life? To not know the difference between fantasy and
reality? Better to lose one’s legs or contract a painful disease than suffer a wasting away of the mind.
JGF: And what about Cthulhu? What made you decide on its appearance?
HPL: Octopus, dragon, human. What is more repulsive yet fascinating than the octopus, a creature without
bones, with multiple limbs that can perform complex motions, and a queer intelligence, almost as if it could
be our equal if it chose? And wings! For its origins are not of Earth, but rather a world like yet unlike ours.
Imagine the horror of such a thing soaring overhead. And a face just enough like ours to convey expressions,
to emanate hatred and contempt.
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JGF: Some say you got the idea from the mythical kraken.
HPL: What, because both possess tentacles and live in the sea? Bah! The kraken is but a child’s toy to
Cthulhu. Better to ascribe the genesis of such beings to the hydras of ancient mythology.
JGF: And the language of the ancient ones? There are some tricky combinations of vowels and consonants.
HPL: One could not expect star-creatures to speak in the same manner as humans. Any writer worth his ink
would know to craft words that sound alien in nature. Dunsany did it by combining aspects of different
languages, with influences ranging from Eastern to Celtic to Babylonian. I frequently used sounds derived
from Hebraic and Arabic texts and then created combinations specifically impossible for a human throat and
tongue to reproduce. Even those are supposed to be human recreations of things heard, and so we have the
sacred tomes such as the Necronomicon and Pnakotic Manuscripts in which some half-mad primitive man
has attempted to transcribe that which just to hear is a sentence of insanity. Clark Smith and I would often
trade words and ideas, borrow creatures from each other, and give them similar names, just to enhance the
sense of realism for the entire Cthulian mythos.
JGF: So it was all well thought out, then?
HPL: Of course! I toiled for countless hours over each name, each addition to the mythos. Like the twisting
branches of a tree or the intricately woven fibers of a lace tapestry, each name, each character, each bit of
history and legend within a story is part of a greater whole, one that Clark and I intended to expand upon for
as long as we could write.
JGF: What about the criticism of the Cthulian mythos that you, along with Clark Ashton Smith and others,
were so focused on creating weird names and over-doing descriptions of the beasts that it became
distracting for the reader?
HPL: You sound like the critics and editors of my day. They scoffed, they tried to suppress me. But even
though I am long dead, I hear things. I am aware of the legacy I have left. That is the proof of my genius.
Would you even be speaking with me today if not for the fact that what I created still lives on, still entices
readers? It is I who has the last laugh, for who remembers the editors and critics now? They did not
understand what I was doing, and their ignorance left me in financial ruin, but in truth, I was simply too far
ahead of my time for them. They called me a hack, when they should have bowed to my genius. A pox on
them all.
JGF: Earlier, you mentioned that the idea of Cthulhu came from a dream. How much of your stories were
based on dreams or actual experiences, versus sitting down at a desk and crafting something?
HPL: More than I probably cared to admit, at the time, although I was aware of it. Any writer must mine
their own souls in order to find the ore from which to fashion a work of art. For example, it was not hard for
me to describe the fetid stench of the creature I wrote about. Living near the water brought those foul odors
to me all the time, the vile reek of fish and other sea creatures that so many consider food. And everyone has
nightmares. My own childhood was haunted by them. A good writer remembers them, uses them.
JGF: Before our time is up, do you have any advice for writers?
HPL: First and foremost, no aspiring author should limit themselves to the technical rules of writing. Good
writing begins with reading, and reading well. Eschew popular magazines and newspapers and focus one’s
attention on writers of stature and talent. Poe, Clark Smith, Addison, Washington Irving. Study their use of
prose and rhythm, and you will learn far more than any textbook can teach you.
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And vocabulary! Expand your vocabulary at all times. When writing, choose words that are unusual, and use
them with judicious care so that both meaning and tone advance the idea of your story.
Remember, too, that horror derives from the perversion of ordinary life. In order to create fear, one must
strive to keep the usual order of things intact, except that which is the event of note. It is this entwining of
the real and unreal that causes the sane mind to unravel, the rational person to lose all ability to cope.
Most importantly, a strong ending is vital. It is the ending that remains with the reader long after the work is
gathering dust upon a shelf. A weak ending must be avoided at all costs. Often I have advised that writers
should craft the ending first, and then create the story to match.
All of this advice, and more, I gathered in my guide, “Literary Composition.”

{{Editorial note: “Literary Composition” and other essays can be found in Writings in the United Amateur,
by HP Lovecraft, which is available as a free download here:
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0039GL2GI/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1 }}

JGF: Well, that’s all the time we have, but thank you so much for stopping by and chatting with us.
HPL: Farewell, friend, and remember: fear is the most basic of human emotions, it is the one thing we all
understand equally. Fear drives all that we do, and is the foundation for all we accomplish.
JGF: Um, yes. Thank you.

{{At this point, the medium’s eyes flew open and she let forth an inarticulate cry of pure terror, then lapsed
into a coma from which she has yet to wake.}}

Until next time … stay weird!
———————————
Stay informed on all my demented ramblings … http://www.facebook.com/jgfaherty, jgfahertyblog.blogspot.com, and http://www.twitter.com/jgfaherty.
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In The Spooklight
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Michael Arruda
When this year’s Oscar winner for Best Picture, GREEN BOOK (2018) was first released, I remember
thinking, “Gee, that title is awfully close to GREEN ROOM.” I wouldn’t want to be that person who
mistakenly chose to watch GREEN ROOM when they meant to watch GREEN BOOK. They’re two very
different movies. The person making that mistake would be in for quite a shock.
GREEN ROOM is a violent, visceral thriller that got under my skin
and provided me with 95 minutes of horrifically intense entertainment.

GREEN ROOM is the story of a punk rock band whose members agree to accept a gig at a neo-Nazi skinhead
bar. Their performance doesn’t go all that well—no, they’re not attacked because they played bad music, but
they do run afoul of murder when they walk into the green room and find two people standing over the body
of a dead woman, a knife jammed into her head. Before they can react, they are locked in the room and held
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hostage by bouncers at the bar.
The bar’s owner Darcy (Patrick Stewart) arrives with a plan to make the crime go away, a plan that
includes pinning the murder on the visiting band. This doesn’t sit well with the band, who decide to fight
back, which is no easy task since they’re surrounded by people with weapons and vicious dogs who enjoy
ripping people’s throats out.
What follows is a brutal and suspenseful tale of the band’s fight for survival against a horde of murderous
neo-Nazis led by the level-headed Mr. Darcy.
I really enjoyed GREEN ROOM. I was hooked within the film’s first few minutes. Writer/director Jeremy
Saulnier immediately captures the personality and mood of the punk rock band, known as The Ain’t Rights.
The opening plays like a rock documentary, and once the band gets to the skinhead bar, things become
sketchy first and then downright deadly.
And once that happens, once they discover the body of the murdered girl and get trapped inside the green
room, all bets are off. What follows is an intense thrill ride that will give you sweaty palms for the remainder
of the film.
GREEN ROOM features the late Anton Yelchin in the lead role as Pat, the band member who takes the lead
in their fight for survival. In real life, Yelchin tragically died in a bizarre accident in which his Jeep Grand
Cherokee rolled down his steep driveway and pinned him against a wall, killing him, on June 19, 2016.
Yelchin was a tremendous talent and had already enjoyed enormous success in his young career, playing
Chekov in the rebooted STAR TREK movies starring Chris Pine, and he played Charley Brewster in the
remake of FRIGHT NIGHT (2011) and Kyle Reese in TERMINATOR SALVATION (2009).
Yelchin is excellent here as Pat. At first, he’s not the character you expect to become the leader, especially
since early on he almost dies, but his resilient spirit grows as the story goes along.
Imogen Poots is also memorable as Amber, the young woman who’s found standing over the dead girl with
the knife in her head. I like Poots a lot. Interestingly enough, she also starred in the remake of FRIGHT
NIGHT as Amy.
Also in the cast is Joe Cole, who plays John Shelby on the TV show PEAKY BLINDERS (2013-17). I also
enjoyed Macon Blair as Gabe, one of the bouncers who actually develops a conscience as the plot unfolds.
But for my money the best performance in GREEN ROOM belongs to Captain Jean-Luc Picard himself,
Patrick Stewart as club owner Darcy. Stewart, of course, played the Enterprise captain on STAR TREK:
THE NEXT GENERATION (1987-1994) and in the four NEXT GENERATION STAR TREK movies. And, he’s
set to reprise the role of Captain Picard in an upcoming STAR TREK TV series which is as of yet untitled. Not
to mention his portrayal of Professor Charles Xavier in the X-MEN movies, a role he played most recently in
LOGAN (2017) with Hugh Jackman.
As Darcy in GREEN ROOM, Stewart is calm and cool, the complete opposite of everyone else in the movie.
As such, Stewart makes Darcy a chilling adversary, someone who doesn’t think twice about the deadly
decisions he makes. He’s cold, calculating, and ultimately a badass.
For me, watching Stewart was the best part of GREEN ROOM.
There are also some truly frightening scenes in this one, from hands being grotesquely mutilated to deathly
choke holds, to murder with box cutters, to man-eating dogs. Gulp!
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This is one movie you don’t want to watch on a full stomach. Yet, it is much more than just a gore fest. In
fact, it’s not very gory at all. Most of the violence occurs in quick fashion in swiftly edited scenes, which only
adds to the frenetic pace of the film.
Writer/director Jeremy Saulnier also creates sympathetic characters who you care about and want to see
survive, feelings that are heightened by the fact that the chances of their survival are so slim.
GREEN ROOM is a first-rate thriller and horror movie. No, it’s not the one that won Best Picture—that’s
GREEN BOOK—but it is the one that will leave you green with revulsion.
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HWA Market Report #283
By HWAWeb | April 2019

Kathryn Ptacek
Note: Nightmare Magazine is still closed to submissions. Apex Book Co. is still closed to submissions.
Everyone is still closed to submissions. It’s the end of the world! The sky is falling. April Fool’s … or is it?

ANTHOLOGY ROW
The Best Horror of the Year—PMB 391, 511 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10011-8436. Editor:
Ellen Datlow. “I edit The Best Horror of the Year for Night Shade Books and am currently reading for the
twelfth volume, covering material published in 2019.”
“I am looking for stories and poetry from all branches of horror: supernatural, uncanny, sf horror,
psychological, dark crime, terror tales, or anything else that might qualify. This is an all reprint anthology, so
I’ll only consider material published in 2019. Authors, please confirm that your publishers are sending me
review copies. If a book or magazine is coming out after my deadline, I’ll look at galleys or manuscripts. DO
NOT WAIT UNTIL THE LAST MINUTE. The only excuse is if you’re a foreign publisher and shipping
everything at one time saves postage. If you want your work to get a fair read, do not do this. I do not have
time to carefully read a year’s worth of magazine issues and 10-20 original anthologies in two weeks.”
“I’ll look at e-versions of anthos and collections only if they’re navigable and have running heads. Otherwise,
they won’t be read. I always prefer print, if available.”
“Authors can query as to whether I have/need your collection or an anthology/magazine in which
you have a story at [E-mail address below].”
“My summation of ‘the year in horror’ in the front of every volume includes novels, anthologies, collections,
chapbooks, nf, poetry, art books, and ‘odds and ends’—material that doesn’t fit elsewhere but that might
interest horror readers. But I must be aware of this material in order to mention it.
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“*** I regularly cover many magazines/webzines that publish horror (Black Static, Cemetery Dance, F&SF,
The Dark, Nightmare, crime digests, and webzines such as Horrorzine, Uncanny, Apex, etc.—when their
publishers send me the material).”
“Please ask your publisher to send the entire magazine or book—unless the venue doesn’t regularly publish
horror. In that case, you can send me a Word file of your story. For online publications, E-mail individual
word DOC files—not PDF files—including on the manuscript where the story has been published.”
“If I choose a story you will be informed. Otherwise, you will not hear back.”
[E-mail: datlow@yahoo.com; http://www.datlow.com]. Deadline: December 1, 2019.

Borderlands 7—Borderlands Press, PO Box 61, Benson MD 21019. Editor: Olivia F. Monteleone. UPDATE
OF AN UPDATE!
KP Note: A year or so ago, I asked publisher Thomas Monteleone for more details about what they want.
Also, note the deadline extension. “We do not want any familiar horror/dark fantasy/weird settings,
situations, or tropes like ghosts, vampires, zombies, etc. We want writers to stretch and show us something
we have never read before. Bentley Little’s ‘The Pounding Room’ or Platt’s ‘All Hands’ or Braunbeck’s ‘Rami
Temporales’ are good examples of a Borderlands story.”
“We are seeing too many tired, familiar, and predictable plots and characters. I can’t be more specific than
that.”
And here is yet another update from Publisher Monteleone: “Despite getting many hundreds of submissions,
we still have not encountered enough fiction that reflects the type of stories that define what the
Borderlands series is all about. The previous two volumes both won Bram Stoker Awards™, and we want
Volume 7 to be equally as strong. That’s two years’ worth of reading, and we are still looking to fill almost
half the pages. Simultaneous subs are fine—life’s too short to wait on us. The only caveat: if you’ve never
read a Borderlands anthology, your chances of selling us your work is pretty slim.”
And here are the rest of the guidelines.
“We are back! Sooner than you expected? Definitely. Sooner than you could have ever imagined? Probably.”
“After the positive feedback from Borderlands 6, we’ve decided to do it again … except this time there’s been
a shift in leadership, and I’ve been passed the proverbial torch. Man, I am excited, and you should be
too—things are about to get even weirder.”
“For Borderlands 7 I’m looking for pretty much the same kinds of fiction: no clichés, nothing familiar. I don’t
want to see vampires, killer plants, shrinking humans, werewolves, trolls, goblins, ghouls, once-upon-a-times,
zombies, ghosts, found footage, etc. If you have a story in your arsenal and you wonder if hmm … this one
might fall into one of the above tropes, it probably does. So just don’t send. Work out something else and
send it in! And if you’ve never read a Borderlands anthology, I don’t think you have a chance of selling a
story to me.”
“Not into writing, but into weird?”
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“I’m looking for cover art. As far as the visual art goes I don’t want anything I listed above to be represented.
Other than that I’m very open to different styles. Send samples from your portfolio and we can collaborate,
OR send a piece you think would fit the anthology. Artwork deadline is [Check with editor].”
“Editing Volume 6 was a great experience; I am thrilled to commence work on Volume 7. The stories in
Borderlands 6 were AMAZING in their variety and originality, and that’s the caliber of story I am looking for
… and I can’t say this enough: before submitting, pick up a previous volume to get a sense of what the series
is all about. Please do not let a past rejection stop you from submitting. Never been published? Submit. Been
published for forty years? Submit. Write a good story. Scare yourself. Make your s/o’s wonder who their
partner is. Confuse your friends. Make sure I don’t sleep at night because I can’t get your story out of my
head.”
“I want all of your stories in my hands by [the deadline below]. Hard copies ONLY.”
Deadline: “Extended until we get enough great stories.”
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Welcome to the HWA!
By HWAWeb | April 2019

James Chambers

The HWA extends a warm welcome to the following new and returning members who have joined in the past
month. For any questions about membership, please contact membership@horror.org.
Jarod Barbee
Associate
jarod@deathsheadpress.com
Joe Gilbert
Supporting
jogilbert11@gmail.com
M.A. Robbins
Active
mike@marobbins.com
Richard Beauchamp
Affiliate
shordorico@hotmail.com
Griffin Gartner
Associate
griffin@gartnerediting.com
Terry Wilson
Active
terrywilson@vermontmapping.com
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Anna Taborska
Active
annataborska@hotmail.com
Richard Leis
Supporting
rleisjr@me.com
Willis Couvillier
Active
wc.roberts.1@gmail.com
Thomas Flowers
Active
ThomasSFlowers@gmail.com
Jasper DeWitt
Active
dewittjasper2@gmail.com
Brian Rappatta
Active
brappatta@yahoo.com
Danielle Trussoni
Active
danielle@danielletrussoni.com
Louis Sullivan
Supporting
louistsullivan@gmail.com
Scott Fowler
Supporting
scottwfowler@hotmail.com
C.W. Briar
Affiliate
cwbriar@gmail.com
F.E. Feeley Jr.
Supporting
fefeeley412@gmail.com
Melissa Mason
Supporting
missyannmi@gmail.com
Rob Bliss
Supporting
robbliss1@gmail.com
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P.S. Fowler
Supporting
mausergewer@hotmail.com
Lanie Goodell
Supporting
laniegoodell@gmail.com
Jerry Knaak
Supporting
jerryknaak@comcast.net
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